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The Boston Electric Company Increases Its Stock From Sixty
to Eighty Millions.
San Francisco, Calif.. Oct. 12.
filed
The United railroads tonight
with the committee of arbitration In
the controversy over the question of
wages and hours, which resulted In
the strike, the company's statement
In answer to the men's demands for
The
3 for an eight hour work day.
company contends that the cost of
living has not materially increased In
San FranclBco, and while admitting
that rents are higher, declared the
condition transitory. It states that
a flat rate is not advisable, that a
graduated scale, based on length of
service is better, and that an eight
hour day Is not feasible. The company makes practically no concessions' or admissions in its reply.
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125,000,000

WHICH PERHAPS

Secretary

this

afternoon with a committee appointed
to represent the Insurgents during the
present peace negotiations and also
Ouerra and other leaders of the revoan audience.
lution who requested
Their purpose, It Is believed, is to obtain from Taft an Idea of the Intentions of the provisional government,
especially with reference to the political appointments and the time for
holding elections. General Punston
will be the guest this evening at a
farewell dinner to be given in his
honor by the Cuban veterans.
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Testimony Still Documentary.
With the understanding
that the
court would adjourn at noon today until Monday, the trial of the Standard
Oil company of Ohio for conspiracy
against trade, was begun today by
the state putting Recorder Bloom of
Hancock county on the stand. Bloom
identified a deed of record of the
county, from which Prosecutor David
Read to Jury records of certain deeds
transferring lands to the Standard Oil
company of Ohio.
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This significant picture, just taken at Peterhof, shows the ezar surrounded by the officers of the regiment
of life guad. On the czar's left stand the Grand Duchess Olga, born in 1895; the Grand Duchess Marie, born
in 1899; the Grand Duchess Anastasia, born In 1901; and (standing before her mother) the Grand Ducheess
born in 1897. The czarina is seen holding her only son, the Czarevitch Alexis, born in 1904.
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Oil Inspector is Heard.
Flndlay, Ohio, Oct. 12. B. C. Schaf- rer, local attorney and deputy oil In
pector, was the next witness for the
state. He described the manner of
testing oil, At Upper Sandusky, the
witness said, the Standard received Us
oil for retail from the Standard refinery at Cleveland. On cross examination by the defense Schatfer Bald
bis territory as inspector covered several surrounding counties and that he
inspected, oil for all companies.
'

In Precinct 12 the County Commissioners Appointed asi Members of Regis-

Nationals Won Today by
Score of One to Nothing.
Securing a T'e.

4

tration Board Three Candidates on
the Perfecto Armijo Ticket,
Therefore Watch Them.

ITHUS IS EQUAL FOOTING
MADE BETWEEN TEAMS
i

.

Chicago, Oct. 12. The foi-rtgame
of the championship series between
the National and the American league
was played today on the grounds of
the latter cluhs, before the largest
crowd that has yet witnessed the con
test. The disagreeable weather the
pant four days gave way to some-- I
things like normal October weather,
and It became possible to set out the
game without courting pneumonia.
The hifih winds which had been the
unpleasant feature of tho post series.
was absent and this lent ap ndded Joy
to the occasion. Betting is now prac-- j
tically even on the series.
Today's Batteries.
Hat cry for the Nationals is Brown
and Kling; for the Americans is Alt-reand Sullivan.
Crowds are Greatest.
At 2 o'clock this
afternoon tho
crowds outside the gate were the
greatest ever seen on the South side.
It Is impossible to get street car
through the throng.
Reult Today.
Nationals, 1; Americans, 0.
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THE BOARDS OF REGISTRATION ARE REFUSING TO REG- ISTER VOTERS WHO DO NOT APPLY IN PERSON TO BE REG- ISTERED.
THE LAW REQUIRES THE BOARDS OF REGISTRATION TO
MEET IN THEIR RESPECTIVE PRECINTS AT LEAST THIRTY
DAYS BEFORE THE DAY OF ELECTION.
IT FURTHER PROVIDES THAT THE BOARDS
SHALL SIT
AT LEAST THREE DAYS WHEN THEY FIRST MEET, "THEY
SHALL OPEN THEIR SESSION EVERY DAY AT 9 O'CLOCK A.
M. AND REMAIN IN SESSION UNTIL 12 O'CLOCK,
AND SHALL
IN SESSION
AGAIN MEET AT 2 O'CLOCK P. M. AND REMAIN
UNTIL 6 O'CLOCK AND THEREAFTER ON EACH AND EVERY
SATURDAY UNTIL TEN DAYS BEFORE THE ELECTION."
THE BOARDS ARE NOT COMPLYING WITH THESE PRO- VISIONS OF THE LAW.
THE REFUSAL TO COMPLY WITH THE LAW AND THE
FURTHER REFUSAL TO PERMIT VOTERS TO BE REGISTERED
QUALIFICATION
THEIR
ON WRITTEN AFFIDAVITS AS TO
WILL DISFRANCHISE HUNDREDS OF CITIZENS IN THIS CITY.
IT WILL ALSO GIVE A BLACK EYE TO OUR CLAIMS AS TO
'
POPULATION.
THE TIME EVEN UNDER THE LAW IS SHORT, AND IT BE- HOOVES EVERY CITIZEN TO GO IN PERSON AND DEMAND TO
BE REGISTERED. IF REFUSED, REPORT AT ONCE TO THE REG- ULAR COUNTY REPUBLICAN HEADQUARTERS IN THE FOR- MER LAW OFFICES OF ATTORNEY
RODEY
ON
RAILROAD
AVENUE.
THE BOARD OF REGISTRATION FOR PRECINCT 12 IS SUP- POSED TO BE AT RUPPE'S DRUG STORE ON RAILROAD AVE- NUE IN THE N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING, AND FOR PRECINCT 26
AT BORRADAILE'S STORE, NO. 117 WEST GOLD AVENUE.
THERE IS NO SIGN OUT INDICATING THAT THE REGIS- TRATION IS BEING MADE AT RUPPE'S DRUG STORE.
IN BLACK
BORRADAILE HAD ON THE CEMENT-SIDEWALPAINT AND SMALL LETTERS, THE
FOLLOWING
LEGEND:
"REGISTER HERE. PRECINCT 26." AT THIS HOUR, 4 O'CLOCK
P. M., THE LETTERS ARE SO DIM THAT THEY CAN HARDLY
BE READ, AND, IN FACT, NO ONE NOTICES THE SMALL CE- MENT SIDEWALK SIGN IN WALKING OVER IT.
IN PRECINCT 12 THE BOARD OF REGISTRATION CONSITS
OF B. RUPPE, JOHN S. BEAVEN AND SIGFRIED GRUNSFELD
ALL CANDIDATES FOR OFFICE ON THE FUSION PEOPLE'S.
TICKET. FROM THE ABOVE YUO WILL SEE THE ABSOLUTE
NECESSITY OF CALLING AT MP. RUPPE'S DRUG STORE AND
YOUR
NAME, AS OTHERWISE YOU WILL
REGISTERING
NOT BE PERMITTED TO VOTE AT THE COMING
ELECTION.
DO NOT DELAY, BUT ATTEND TO REGISTERING AT ONCE.
IN
THE EVENING CITIZEN PUBLISHES
FULL,
ELSE- WHERE IN TODAY'S ISSUE, THE TERRITORIAL
REGISTRA- TION LAW.

ARRANGEMENTS MADE FOR
FORMING JEWISH COLONY
New York. Oct. 12. Arrangements
are being made for the formation of a
Jewish colony in Nassau county, this
state, to be composed of Jews from
the east side of Manhattan. The colonizing scheme was started some
year anu among l'"iinauian Jewx,
and $lii,t'"0 wa paid into tin; treasury of the colonizers, bin it was found
that a clear title to some land tseleet-e- d
could not be secured and the project fell tliroutsh.
It Ix propose. to
have a market place in the new col
1
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Salt Lake City, Utah, Oct, 12. Unprecedented prosperity prevails in alt
the mining camps here and work is
so plentiful that numbers of operators
are working short-hande- d
owing tc
tho scarcity of labor. Bingham Is
rapidly coming to the front and tho
great work of the Utah Copper and
Boston Consolidated, in . preparing ta
furnish the new mills being built at
Garfield with ore, goes steadily on.
The month closed with a dividend
record in Utah mines of $281,000.

minersTeuing

.

t

ony, and workshops and stores of all
kinds will be built. The colony will
be composed of Jews of all nationali-

ties.

COLUMBUS

DAY OBSERVED
YORK ITALIANS
New York, Oct. 12. Today
Columbus day a general holiday was
observed by the Italians In New York.
I'nder the auspices of the Victor
BY NEW

el

111
society there was a largo
fantastic parade in which Italians
from Syracus.', Aiihuru. Clyde, Lyons
and Yatkins pur'IcipaU-d- .

ory

Marshall, Mo., Oct. 12. Bentley
Irwin, 18 years old was crushed to
death under a falling chimney here
today whldle trying to rescue the
occupants of the residence of F. W.
Mills, grocer, which was destroyed by
STANDARD GAUGE TO
BE ADOPTED BY D. & R. G. fire today. Oscar Page barely escaped NEW PLANT TO
death In the sume manner, and It is
'
Denver, Colo., Oct. 12. Tho manTREAT LOWGRADE ORE
agement has now definitely decided believed that two other persons are
Parral,
Mexico, Oct. 12. The 1,000-to- n
hurled
in
dohrls.
the
that wheu the present narrow gauge
reducing mill, which a syndicate
rolling stock Is worn out on the Den-- !
operating here Is about to erect, will
One
Student
Killed.
ver & Rio Grwndo road the standard
Huntsville, Ala., Oct. 12. The main make large Quantities of low
gaiiKe will be adopted. It Is also cou- - building
of the Oakwood manual train- ores In Mexico available. At the pres
templated to tunnel Marshall Pass ing
nme tne noisting or every ton oT
school,
here, was destroyed ent;
and Carro 1.111, making th's route the by fire this near
low grade ore means a dead loss, still
morning,
beone
student
through one to Salt
adiu. thus
burned to death. The purpose of It has to be hoisted, as It ta Imnmuil- cutting ;lf some thirty miles of the ing
ble to get out the high grade shipping
the school Is to educate negroes.
distance.
ore without mining the low grade
College Building Destroyed.
stuff at the same time. Now with tho.
Burns and O'Brien Matched.
Ithaca, Oct. 12. Sibley College, Cor- new plunt all can be made available.
12. Tommy nell
Oct.
Lit Angeles,
university,
was
destroyed by Arc
Hums and Philadelphia Jack O'Brien
yesterday signed articles for a fight today to the extent of $5,()U0.
or twenty rounds before tne Pacific
Athletic chili, in this city November STATUE OF VERDI TODAY
UNVEILED IN NEW YORK
L"., for the heavyweight championship
New York, Oct. 12. As evidence of
or the world.
The men will fight for
0110
purse, bouug 10 per cent, the high esteem In which the works AFFECT PRESENT LAWS
a
which Kes to o'Hrlen, the remainder of that famous composer, Gulseppe
to be divided 75 to the winner and 25 verai, are held by Americans, and as
a tribute to the memory of their dead
to the laser.
countrymen, the Italian colony In the Important Recommendations
United States recently decided to
BOOKKEEPERS' ASSOCIATION
to Result From Miners
IN ANNPAL MEETING erect a monument to Verdi's memory,
Hartford. Conn., Oct. 12. Tho fif- and today, with great pomp and cereCongress at Phoenix.
teenth annual meeting of the Connect- mony, the unveiling took place. The
icut Beekeepers' association,
which Idea was first put into practical shape
was held here today, prove,) to be by Chevalier Barsottl, editor of II
very successful and Instructive.
who Special to The pvening CitUeu.
The Progresso Italo Americana,"
association, while aiming to promote raised by popular subscription funds, "Phoenix, Ariz.,
12. According
scientific and practical bee culture, is said to amount to $22,000, for this to information in Oct.hands
of mining,
seeking to advance the interests of new ornament to the metropolis and men C. H. Akers, the
secretary
Ariof
great
to
tribute
the
both producers and consumers
Italian.
The zona Miners' association Is the
of
making
honey, fruit growers,
farmers
and sculptor was Chevalier Pasquale
preparation for the meeting of that
of Palermo, and In his studio organization In Phoenix
The two most imhorticulturists.
on October
subjects
portant
discussed
were, there his work was approved by a 14th and 15th. Letters already
reWhui Is The Best Kace of Bees to committee appointed by II Progresso ceived Indicate a lively
in
interest
tho
Italo
comprising
Americana,
Wm. proceedings and It Is expected
Keep for Profit?" and "Sale of Adulthat
terated Honey In Connecticut and Us Henry Bishop, American consul at visitors from California, Sonora, ColoPalermo. and Professors Krnesto
Prevention."
rado and Texas will be present.
and Gulseppe Immain, architects.
Tucson, Morencl, Clifton and
TWO GENERALS RETIRE
The granite shaft on which the fig- Globe will each be generously
repreFROM THE ARMY ure of the composer stands rests on
Wa .hinsion, Oct. 12. Generals Cor-'bi- a square baso of some dark stone, sented as well as all the other mining
in this part of the country.
from the and surrounding the central column centers
and McArthur retire
The same program Is to be carried
army today on being appointed
rests smaller figures lp Carrara maras bad been originally arranged
generals. On March 19 last ble, representing some, creations of out
for the contemplated Piabee meeting,
passed
a
bill
abolishing
house
the
the Verdi. They are "Othello," "Aida," which was called off when It was asgrade of lieutenant general in the "Falstaff and "I.a Forxa del
certained that that city could not furagreed
to
army, Itn
the Grosvenor
At the unveiling ceremony to- nish sufficient accommodations for the
amendment that the bill would not day, to which Americans and Italians delegates.
become effective before today. This were brought together by a bond of
It is expected that important legiswas done to enable the two generals their love for the operatic genius, a lation will result
from deliberations,
mentioned to he promoted before novel feature was the childrens chor and recommendations of this
us of 2,uimi voices.
their IV lenient.
'

f

Ooldfleld, Nev, .Oct. 12. Th
numerous mining companies In this territory, which have long smarted Mr
der the exorbitant charges for smelting and for freight rates to Salt LaJt
City, are no wlooklng forward to immediate relief, for It has been announced that the Tonopah party
the Fourth Street National bank or
Philadelphia have determined to aggressively oppose the smelting trust
for the custom reduction of Nevada,
ores. The Philadelphia
capitalists.
" " ...
yiwyvi iica in
Green water district, will be Joined by
Patrick Clark, owner of the Furnace
Creek copper concern;
Charles M.
Schwab, who controls the Greenwater
and Death Valley Copper company, by
many regarded as the moat promising
property on surface showings In the
district; Malcolm McDonald, controlling the Nevada Smelting & Mines corporation, and John Ww Gates, who re
cently purchased two other largo
groups.
The Greenwater copper ores and
the siUclous ores of the neighboring
camps 01 xvevaaa an lying within
s
of each other form ' a flux tor
process. . In former
the smelting
cases the question of ores to act aa
fluxes for the slllclous gold and silver
ore has presented an Insurmountable
difficulty. From time to .time small
smelting plants 'were projected by
several companies for the reduction
01 ores irom tneir own properties, but
no plan' for smelting the ores from,
the great mineral belt within the ter-rlfhas been attempted until now.
i;yicuuuBin ib iqc. irust OK lav
present project that it Is said to have,
made an offer of 4 a share for control of the Greenwater and Death valley concerns, with a view to building
a smelter near the district. The offer
has been refused and It Is understood
that the holders of property in Greenwater will work together and enter
the smelting business on & large;
scale. An Important relief in connection with the new project Is the effect It will have on freight haulage,
for. Instead of the present cost ot
from $20 to $25 it Is believed that th
freight haul to the new smelter, together with the reduction charge will
not pxrnnil IS n tnn
"
SUCH MINING ACTIVITY

i

'

SUCH GREATPROSPERIT

POPULATION
WILL DOUBLE BY 1927
New York, Oct. 12. According to
a computation made by Dr. W. H
Gi'UfoVj, register of records, to thw
department of health"' tot this City, in
194D, or earlier, the population " ol
Greater New York will be three times
greater than now or at least about
twelve millions. According to the
same authority the city's population
Will be doubled by 1927. Dr. Gullfoy
has based his estimates on the state
census of 1905, and the federal cen
sus of 1900, these showing that the
growth of the city annually Is 3.15 per
cent compounded. On June 1, 1905,
the population of the city was 4,014,- 3U4.
On June 1, 1910, it should be
4,700,442, and so on. On September
1, 1927, there should be 8,028,608 persons living within the city limits, and
on October 12, 1940, there should he
12,042,912, If the growth continues as
It did for the last half decade.
UTAH NEVER KNEW
CLAIMS

.

HIIESREVER KKEII

Sensational Character. In Any Paral. Mexico. Reducing MI11WUI
Make Low Grade Ore Down
Aspect In Which It Might
There Very Profitable.
Be Viewed,

Flndlay. Ohio Oct. 12. After
two hours' session today the trial of
the Standard Oil company of Ohio,
charged
against
with conspiracy
trade, was adjourned until Monday. J.
H. Scoit, local agent tor Joseph Z ecu's
tfce
purchasing agency,
occupied
greater part of the session, showing
tho method of purchasing crude oil
from the producers.

Taft

Mount Pelee Erupting.
Basse Trre, Island of Guadeloupe,
Oct. 12. The violent eruption yester
day of Mount Pelee, Island of MartiniAuditor for Contempt.
que, caused a rain of ashes over the
!. N. Davis, genChicago, Oct. 12.
portion of Guadeloupe.
eral auditor of the Chicago & Alton southeastern
Soufrlere volcano on this Island
railroad, was today served with an The
shows no signs of activity.
attachment asking why he should not
be punished for contempt of court.
Chile Wants Big Loan.
Davis recently admitted on tne witSantiago, Oct. 12. The Chilean con
ness stand, during the hearing of a gress, at its coming session, will ois
case against the Alton road by the cuss the project to raise a loan of
auditing company, that all important $25,000,000 to be devoted to the work
freight bills by which the auditing of reconstruction of public buildings
company hoped to prove that the Al- destroyed by the recent earthquake
ton had granted Illegal rebates to
Rebellion In Turkey.
many shippers, had been destroyed.
Constantinople, Oct. 12. Rebellion
against the Turkish rule. In the prov
Strike on Southern.
of Leman, shows no signs of
Knoxville, Tenn., Oct. 12. The lo- ince
subsiding and whenever a pitched batcal Southern railway machinists and tle is lought
the rebellious Arabs
helpers who went out on a strike at seem
victor over the unwilling
Coster shops here last Monday re- Turkishthe conscripts
sent to subdue
ceived orders today to return to work them. Some fighting has occurred
In
tomorrow.. They say they.
the district of Azar, between tho gov
dethey
of
what
concession
full
the
trument troops and the tribe of Benl
manded, an Increase of 25 cents per cher, in which the
Turks were routed
day.
with a loss of 100 men killed and 60
wounded. The casualties of the
Increase of Electric Stock.
Arabs are estimated at 200.
of
12.
The
directors
IJoston, Oct.
company
voted
the General Electric
Natives Active in Morocco.
the company's
today to increase
Paris, Oct. 12. Activity among the
$80,000,000.
stock from $60,000,000 to
fanatical nomad bands In the lower
About $5,000,000 of this will be spent part of Morocco is causing considerIn Imj rovements and additions to the able anxiety In French government
company's plants In Schenectady and circles, and the appearance of M.
i he directors stated that Jonnart. governor general of Algertas
, Lynn.
there Is no present intention of tak- at the cabinet meeting today was for
the purpose of explaining the situation
ing over any other company.
and of making precautionary disposition of troops In the event of an outbreak. The Reho de Paris claims to
THEFT OF CREEK
have Information to the effect that
a regular attack upon the French has
been planned at Tafileltln, southern
LAND
ROLLS
Morocco, under the leadership of a
relative of the sultan. Bands, it Is
added, are now
being mobilized
tnroughout the south of Morocco and
Muskeegoe, Oct. 12. Wm. T. Mar- are already In armed rebellion.
tin, Jr.. former employe of the Dawes
The Lebaudy airship has been sent
commission, and M. P. Dunleavy, a to Chalais, in the department
of
prominent real estate agent, were in- Charenie, where it will be employed
dicted today by the federal grand Jury' as a school balloon to train crews
charged with the theft, over a year for France's aerial war flotilla.
aso, of the Creek Indian rolls from
i he government
officers.
A Valuable Property.
LITTLE NEWS FROM THE
The Indian rolls contain the names
maq,
Indian,
every
woman
and
of
child, owning property In the territory and giving the location of the
L
land. This information would be most
valuable in aiding prospective buyers
to secure choice pieces of land as soon
as the government Khali permit the
Boston, Oct. 12. A special to the
Indian to dispose of their property.
Globe from Portland, Oregon, says:
W. L. Douglas, who is
STATE FAIR OPENS
now in Portland, Oregon, on a pleasAT ATUANTA. GA. ure tour of the west, may become
Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 12. At the state the democratic nominee for the guberfair in Piedmont park here today natorial chair
Since
over 5,00n voices composed a grand he has been In Portland he has ren
ceived word from John B. Moran, who
chorus that sung a number of
received the democratic, the indt pendoil songs of the south.
the fair closes tomorrow night ent league, and the prohibition nomthe full chorus will sing v'Home, inations for governor, that he will
Sweet Home." The musical portion of withdraw. Douglas stands ready to
thf pr.w et dings were ably managed succeed Moran if he is satisfied that
by Prof. A. J. Show-alteof Dahon. the cause of democracy and of tariff
Among the many amusements and revision In his state demands his renovelties at the fair were some pyro- turn to JlolltiCS.
technic displays by paine. one reprecollision between
senting a head-o- n
Hearst Accepts Democrats.
El Mira. N. Y., Oct. 12. William
two freight engines. The fair bus
been the most successful of its kind Randolph Hearst's letter accepting the
democratic nomination for governor,
held for a number of years.
will be sent to State Chairman Connors today. The precise nature of the
KILLED THE WIFE
WHO SUPPORTED HIM letter could not be learned today. The
Chicago, Oct. 12. Daniel Francis, meetings up state, at which Hearst
negro, was hanged here today for the is now speaking, are almost, invariably
murder of his wife, Mrs. Fiancis, and arranged and held under tne Joint
league
her business partner Mrs. Mary democratic and Independent
of
Scroggs. Francis was in constant auspices and with the
trouble with his wife because of ms the democrat state commit lee.
refusal to work and his desire to
spend all the earnings she made in a OPENING OF WACO
DAY FESTIVAL
curtain cleaning shop wim Mrs.
Waco, Texas, Oct. 12. The annual
ScroggM. He entered the shop while
the two women were there and killed Waco day festival took place here today with the usual celebrations and
them both.
ceremonies. Padgitt park, where the
TRIAL OF FREDERICK
carnival was held, presented a pretty
ON
TODAY
sight when proceeding were in full
PECKHAM
Washington. Oct. 12. The trial of swing. Bands, entertainments
and
York,
shows were in abundance and the atFrederick A. Pcckham of New
charged with divulging the secret tendance from all parts of Texas was
cotton information of the bureau of very large.
statistics of the department of agriPEOPLE
culture, opened today. Kdward W. EDUCATIONAL
HOLD THEIR MEETINC5
Holmes, formerly assistant statistiHairi.sburg,
Pa.,
Oct. 12. A meet-in- s;
cian of the department. wiM !. inof the teachers of the state of
dicted for the same offense
Pennsylvania was held lure tuday.
when a plan of action was discussed
MPS JEFFERSON DAVIS
IS SOMEWHAT BETTER with a view of bringing about, the passage of a 1111 to provide a retirement
NVw York, Oct. 12. Mrs. Jefferson
Davis was reported to be somewhat fund for teachers. Delegates from all
improved t av.
pur's of the state attended.
c'j-ie-

No

Morocco Kingdom.
12.

S0J1ING

UTAH

WAS OF

VALUE, BUTWHICII WAS OF

TO REBUILD

France Is Fighting Fanatical Nomads In trie Interior of the

Havana, Oct.

IS BOOMING

DONE

Adjournment Was Taken Till Nevada Expects Relief From
Smelter and Railway ExMonday After Introducorbitant Charges.
tion of Evidence

BORROW

will hold an Important conference

AS ALL ELSE

IN OIL CASE

Auditor of Chicago & Alton Mount Pelee Is Again Eruptive.
Railroad Is Held For
Sending Out Showers
Contempt.
of Ashes.
MACHIN1STSAN0 HELPERS

NUMBER 240

NEW MEXICO, Fill DAY EVhNING, OCTOHEU 12, 190G

E
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:

A NURSERY DEFENDED BY SOLDIERS;
BUT LITTLE
CZAR AND HIS FAMILY AT PETEROF

TAFT HOLDS

STREET CARS

tiemtiQ

'

may

ttl

Ila-s'l- e

IWs-be- e,

n

lieu-(tena-

Dcs-tlno.- "

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE TWC

T2E

resist ral ion: House

CITIZEN

EVENING

CITIZEN.

EVENING

FRIDAY,

Ml

12,

1906.

of Honry

WMkly fry

BANK INSTITUTIONS

DO YOU WANT THE
NAME AND ADDRESS

Aseptic Paper
Drinking Cups

Law on Subject.
Following Is a copy of the law of
Tfc Qtlzea Publishing Company New Mexico governing reRistration:
Chapter 11. section 17U2, compiled
he laws of 1906, registration.
The probate clerk Bhail do reqmrea
of the man wko fhomd be working for jrout
to furnish the boards of registration
of
the man Th" wouid gladly lend you money!
of the respective precincts with a list
ul,l like to buy your taors,?
wna
of the
of the voters who were registered in
such precincts nt the preceding gen
of the nian who would bay an interest in your buslneist
eral election, and the board or regis
Health Insurance in its
of the man who would buy that lot of groundt
tration Hhall enter all stich names on
of the man who would buy your old blcyclef
Cheapest Form
of Bernalillo Comfy the books of registration and shall
WHWUl
perany
Ctty or Albuquerque.
names
of
off
the
then strike
sons known to have died or to have
MM ffMt After
DKM"permanently left the precinct, and
For Invalids
shall then proceed to enter upon such
Tto Urt mi Nw Mtiki ClmhttM.
Tourists and
residing
persons
names
of all
the
la'r Ker1hr krtt CirtnUtln. list
In such precinct who have resided
Children
School
TIUMI Or tUltCKIPTIONI W 00 within such county and precinct a
In
length
.
of time to entitle
Cv W
sufficient
kIwhu
.
t .J W mm. w ar nnth
5c 3 for 10c
loo them to be registered, or who will
k
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
have resided In Btich county and pre
WANTED.
JPmlty by Carrier. 60c per month cinct a sufficient length of time on
209
North
Call
WANTED A rirl.
the day of election, and who possess
Second street
m Iiiiiii Oniin will b hhrnd hi th all qualifications necessary to make
r wiih. hr
M k knr nu f M ml
WANTED Position as shoe or gro- perany
If
qualified
electors.
pmm
them
itwitthly.
wmm
miw
cery salesman ; 1 years experience On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
by the
son is refused reuistration
A,1,1- -500 by tho
i n Tin 407.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
aiwrtkte. Kiln Iidi Inovi a Application judges of registration, b,e may make
and presser. SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REA cleaner
WaNTKP
In writing,
affidavit,
present
his
and
mtm
W aattfrinc n
fTr
anu
Cleaning
s
At Brown
CEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
sotting forth that the afliant is a cittin in i !
aa mt
HIGHLAND PHARMACY
f U ppr
1
Silver avenue.
works
$200. Loans are quickly made and
izen of the United Stales, that he has
wuM b ddrMMi t
4 rmttmnn
X
em
strictly private. Time: One month
WANTKD Help furnished and
resided In the territory of New Mexico
(joMrAHT.
trmri
rvtuiaiM
205 East Railroad Ave.
nd axpr
ployment or an kinas secured to one year given. Goods remain In
mmt IM for the six months next preceding,
M
r4ar
U
IM
B7M
promptly, fall on, write or phone your possession. Our rates are reasonthat he has resided in the county for
Coiburn:8 Employment agency. 109 able. Call and Bee us before borrowthe three months next preceding, and
ALVARADO PHARMACY
West Silver avenue. Auto mone zu ing.
the precinct in which he offers to
I ftS
Colorado II In
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
register for thirty days next precedwiMTuii f'.i'ntlpniH n'H second-ha- n
St.
Cold
Avtbuo
First
and
ing, and that he Is not disqualified for
clothing. No. 615 South First street, Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
reason from being registered as
south of viaduct. Send address and
TERRITORIAL REPUBLICAN TICKET any
Rooms 8 and 4, Grant Bldg.
a voter and from voting at the next
will call. It. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
315 West Railroad Aye.
ensuing election; such affidavit may
WiANTED Men and women in each
PRIVATE OFFICES.
be sworu to before any Justice of the
repremanagers
to
field
county
as
A
RELIABLE
DENTIST
Open Evenings.
peace or other officer qualified to ad- SEEK
samdistribute
and
sent,
advertise
minister oaths. In like manner any
Salary $80.00
our goods
ples
of
person who may desire to procure the Full Set of Teeth
per month, paid weekly, and cash
registration of any resident of the Gold Crowns
$6
for expenses. No capital
advanced
necessary
possesses
up
who
the
$1.50
precinct
Gold Filling
Position
or expenience necessary.
qualifications, but who is temporarily Painless Extracting
50c
permanent. Address Northwestern
Is
may
as
make such affidavit
absent,
Co., Dept. 2 K, S38 Wabash avenue, Close in on North Fifth, at a bargain
provide:! in this section, setting forth ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
ChIc?go, III.
this week.
ANTEED.
that ho Is acquainted with the absent
FOR SENT.
possesses
all the
vottr and that he
Qualifications required to be set forth
FOR RENT Rooms for light housef
frt said affidavit.
keeping. 509 West Gold avenue.
When any such afAlso 5 room house, close In, lowlands,
fidavit la presented to the board of
furnished
FOR RENT Three-roofor $2700.00.
For Delegate to Congress
registration It shall be the duty of
house, with bath, close in. No. 108
the board to forthwith place the name
WILLIAM H. ANDREWS, of
John street.
the person mentioned and describmodern
RENT New
FOR
B.
of Bernalillo County.
COPP.
F.
ed as a qualified voter In said affidacottages. Frank Ackerman, Grant
vit on the registration list, and they ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.
Duilding.
shall not thereafter remove the same.
110 West Gold Ave.
COUNTY REPUBLICAN TICKET
LEGAL NOTICE.
FOR RENT Pleasant, airy,
The boards of registration shall sit
524
rooms for housekeeping.
at least three days when they first rLast Will and Testament of John
For Council
West Railroad avenue.
meet; they shall open their session
WILLIAM B. CHILDERS.
Deceased.
BASHINSKY
Condon,
cottage, fur- BACON &
every day at 9 o'clock and remain in
FOR RENT Four-roonished,
ranch.
Ten
12
r,
Lockhart
at
Kalla-hesession
shall
o'clock,
until
and
For Representatives
To O. N. Marron and Patrick
minutes' walk from street car line.
.
again meet at 2 o'clock and remain in
GEORGE A. KASEMAN
executors
and devisees, Mrs,
REAL ESTATE AN3 LOAN
-R
6
session
o'clock,
MODESTO C. ORTIZ
until
FORand thereafter Mary Condon Specht, Minnie Condon,
ENT Houses from Zio 5
on each and every Saturday until ten Edward Condon, David Condon, Jr.,
rooms, modern; also store rooms.
205 West Gold
Auto Phone 678
days before the election, and on the Sisters of Mercy of Memphis, Tenn.,
W. H. McMlllion, real estate broker,
For County Commissioner
day
preceding
211
SEVERO SANCHEZ
the election the St.
tenth
estGold avenue.
Memphis,
Joseph's Hospital,
board' shall meet and remain in ses Tenn.; the Sisters of Charity of Cin- FOR RENT Residence, 709
J. B. MAYO
west PROFESSIONAL CARDS
sion during the hours hereinbefore cinnati, O.; Sisters of Charity of the
Gold avenue. Six rooms and bath.
Judge
For Probate
mentioned and at 6 o'clock p. m. on Leavenworth Branch, A. M. Manda-lar- l,
Re,nt $35 per month. Apply morn
ISIDRO SANDOVAL
LAWYERS.
the tenth day preceding the election
ings, or to Mrs. John F. Pearce.
superior of the Dominican Order
the board Bhail close the registration in charge of St. Peter's church at FOR REanT Apartments in Par
For Probate Clerk
books and dispose of the same aa now Memphis, Tenn.; Thoa. S. Byrne,
Ira M. Bono.
View terrace, eight rooms each;
provided by law; and after said, tenth bishop of Nashville, Tenn.; sister suNESTOR MONTOYA.
steam heated, and all other modern ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 F street
day preceding such election no other perior of St. Joseph's hospital at Alconveniences. H. H. Tilton, room 19, N. W., Washington, D. O. Pensions,
For 8 he riff
lands, patents,
copyrights, caveats,
name shall be added to such registra- buquerque, N. M., and to all whom it
Grant Block.
' THOMAS
8. HUBBELL
tion list. Any person who shall make may concern:
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
y
A
room
RENT
FOR
six
any false affidavit under the proviR. W. O. Bryan.
You are hereby notified that the albrick house, corner of Seventh
For Assessor
sions of this Bection Bhail be deemed leged last will and testament of John
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquer
Tijeraa
Inquire
avenue.
street
and
GEORGE F. ALBRIGHT
que,
M.
guilty of perjury and shall be punish- Condon, late of the county of Bernaat Lornmorl & Mattencci, 624 West Bank N.building.Office, First National
ed es provided by law Anv othei lillo and territory of New Mexico, deTijeras
avenue.
Tor Treasurer and
Collector person violating any of the provisions
E. W. Dobso.t.
has been produced and lead FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
C. ED. NEWCOMER
or thlB section or who snail refuse or ceased,
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Crom
in the probate court of the county of
housekeeping,
houses
flats
for
and
neglect to register any qualified voter Bernalillo,
Mock,
well
Albuquerque. N. M.
territory of New Mexico,
For County School Superintendent upon application, shall be fined in any
also ranch. Will take parties to
adjourned" regular term thereof,
DENTISTS.
J. A. MILLER
110 East Coal av
Apply
board.
sum not less than one hundred dollars at an on
at
the 1st day of October, 1906,
enue. Mrs. Norrls.
nor more than five hundred dollars held
alDR. J. E. KRAFT,
proving
day
of
said
of
the
the
and
For Surveyor
for each offense, and in addition leged
Dental Surgeon.
will and testament was by FOR RENT Nicely furmslied rooms,
DON J. RANKIN
thereto may be imprisoned in the order last
$1.25 to $1.50 per week; 25c to 50c
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
of
of said court therethe
county jail for any period not less upon fixed judge
per
night.
light
Also rooms for
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Monday, the 5th day of
For Constitutional Convention
than three months nor more than six November, for
housekeeping.
The Minneapolis uotn 'pnones. Appointments made by
A. D. 1906, term of said
Delegates
at
months
i
discretion of the court try- court, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon of
House. 524 South Second street, mall.
H. F. RAYNOLDS
ing the same.
Albuquerque, N. M.
M. E. HICKEY
said day.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
No. 306 Railnfid avenue.
T. N. WILKERSON
Office
Given under my hand and the seal
rOrt SALE.
How's This?
p. m.; 1:30
T. C. GUTIERREZ
8:30 n. m., to 12:
We offer One Hundred Dollar Reward of this court this 1st day of October, FOR SALE Fire wood at theSu hours,
E. W. DOBSON
for any case of Catarrh that cannot be A. D. 1906.
perlor Lumber and Planing Mill Co. p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure F. J.
pointments made by mail.
A. B. WALKER,
FOR
SALE $5,000 shares in goo!
CHKNKlf & CO.. Toledo. Ohio.
Probate Clerk.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
bond investment.
CitiF
Address
PHYSICIANS.
J. Cheney for the last 15 yearn, and
zen office.
believe him perfectly honorable in all Torments of Tetter and Eczema Albusiness transactions and financially
Drt. R. L. HUST.
FOR
layed.
Furniture of
to carry out any obligations made byable
Office, 6 8, N. T. Armljo Bldg.
house, complete, at bargain. House
The Intense Itching characteristic
nrm.
Wanting, Kinnan & Marvin, his
Tuberculosis
treated wlta HigV
for rent to buyer if desired. Call
of eczema, tetter and like skin dis..Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall a Catarrh Cure is
Frequency
Electrical
Current and
internally, eases le Instantly allayed by applying
daytime. Apply 313 South Arno.
acting directly upon thetaken
blood and mu- Chamberlain's Salve, and many secous surfaces of the system. Testimonials
FOR SALE Furniture for sale and Germicide. Treatmentsp. given each
m.. Trained
sent free. Price J6c. per bottle. Bold by vere cases have been permanently
house for rent. Inquire 116 South day from 8 a. m. to 4
all Druggists.
nurse in attendance. Both 'phones.
High street.
Take Hall s Family Pills for conatlpa cured by its use. For sale by all
UNDERTAKER.
druggists.
tlon.
FOR SALE Saddle, pony; also sec
buggy
W.
H
and
saddle.
Auto,
'phone
316.
Colo., Red 115.
FOR CONGRESS AGAINST NICK.
NOTICE FO
PUBLICATION.
Me.MJIIion, 211 West Gold avenue.
A. BORDERS.
Department of the Interior, Land Of FOR SALE Two choice lots in the Commercial Club Building. Black
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 22,
Grant tract, for $300. One-hlr- d
and White Hearse, $5.
1906.
cash, balance $10 a month. A bar
ARCHITECTS.
gain.
See H. S. Knight.
.So You Can Vote For the RegNotice Is heretiy given that Juan FOR SALE
F.
Spencer.
A
W.
Room
S
handsome
Barnett
Hardman
;
Pablo Montano of Hagan, N. M., has
piano, in fine condition and almost Building, Albuquerque, N. M. Both
ular Republican Ticket
Hied notice of his Intention to make
new, at a bargain.
For particu Phones.
r
final
proof In siHport of
lars, can at this office.
on November 6.
his claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
uiei ctiaiiillse
6212, made April 22, 1901, for the NW FOR SALE General
on
business
the El Paso and South
J. R. Farwell.
SW 14, Section 4, Lots 3 and 4,
1
western tn pnntprn
Now
Ua.Un
Room 23. N. T. Armljo building.
A few days ago the board of county
Section 5, Lots 1 and 5, Section 8, and
$15,000
Stock
$20,000.
to
Fine op
3,
Section 9, Twp. 12 N,
Lot
commissioners, at a meeting held in j
NOTARY PUBLIC.
ponunity for right party. Can ex
Range 6 E, and tuat said proof will be
the court house, named the registraplain
good
reason
for selling. Lo
Berat
made
Clerk
before
Probate
the
Thos.
K. D. Maddlson.
cality healthiest in New Mexico. Ad
tion places of the various county preOffice with W. B. Childers, 117 West
nalillo. N. M., oft November 5, 1906.
nresa
inquiries to this
Gold avenue.
cincts as follows, where books are
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon, FOR SALE The Minneapolis Houne,
aow open for the registration of
RODERICK STOVtf, E. E.
at a bargain. Muct be sold. Fortyand cultivation of, the land, viz:
aimei:
rour rooms, all newly furnished, Electrical
Nestor Gonzales of Hagan, N. M
Precinct No. 1, San Joso Place of
and Mechanical Engineer.
painted and papered. The best pay
registration: House of Nicolas Ortega.
Jacobo Gutierrez of Las Placltas, N.
Agent for Fairbanks,
& Co.
M.; Jose F. Gutierrez of Las Placltas,
ing property in Albuquerque.
Any Gas and gasoline enginesMorse
Precinct No. 3, Alameda Place of
a specialty.
otrer acceptable. Call or address C. !H)6 West
reglutration : House of Francisco I.u- - j
N. M.; Andres Armijo of 18 Placita.
Railroad avenue. Autoj
D. Warde, the Minneapolis House,
N. M.
cero.
matic 'phone, 179.
Albuquerque, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Precinct No. 4, Ranchoti do Alburegistration:'
Register.
querque Place
of
A Young Mother at 70.
Sick Hesdahe Cured.
I
House of Diego San;hes.
"My mother
has suddenly been
Sick headache
deby
is
caused
Precinct No. 5, Earelas Place ofj
rangement of the stomach and by in- - made young at "0. Twenty years of
COMING EVENTS
registration: Houso of Frederico ChaIntense
suffering
from dyspepsia had
The democrats of the first Ouio disdigestion.
Chamberlain's
Stomach
ves,
disabled her, until six
trict, noin represented in congress
and Liver Tablets correct these dis entirely
Precinct No. 6, Los Padillas Place the president's eon in law, Nick Long-wort-by
ago,
when she began taking
orders and effect a cure. By taking months
November 6. Mahara's Minstrels.
of registration: House of Eutansilado
have nominated Thos. H.
November 8. My Friend From Ar- - these tablets as soon as the first in- Electric Hitters which have completeIadllla.
to run against Princess Alice's kansas."
the
dication of the disease appears the ly cured her and restored
Precinct No. 7, San Antonio Place husband this fall.
November 14 The maid and the attack may bo warded off. Get a free strength and activity she had In the
of registration: House of Jesus GarRent hum is a strong labor man. Ha Mummy.
sample and try them. For sale by nil prime of life," writes Mrs. W. L.
cia.
was formerly a coal miner in western
of Danforth, .Me.
Greatest
dnigglst8.
November 15. Uncle Josh.
8,
Griegoa
No.
Place
Precinct
Pennsylvania. He studied law and for
restorative medicine on the globe.
o
November 26 Uncle Tom's Cabin.
registration:
House
4f
some years has been prominent at the
of Juan
Mrs. Bambini, at ner parlors, No. Sets stomach. ' liver and kidneys
Iecember 10 The Holy City.
bar. Four years ago he was defeated
209 West Railroad avenue. Is
14 King of Triumphs.
pre- right, purifies the blood and cures
December
9,
No.
by
Precinct
Longworth. He is a man of family
Ranches do Atrisco
December 29. Hooligan's Troubles! pared to give thorough scalp treat- malaria, biliousness and weaknesses.
Polregistration
Huuhu of
Place of
and aged 45.
ment, do hair dressing, tret corns, Wonderful nerve tonic. Price fOc.
December 31 My Wife's Family.
icarplo Arniljo.
bunions and ingrowing
nails. Sb Guaranteed by all druggists.
10,
Kscobosa Place of
Prwluct No.
gives massage treatment and manicurregistration: House of Filomeua
MUSIC LESSONS.
ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
llora.
of complexion cream builds up the
Prof.
N.
UiMauro, the violinist,
11,
Pajarito Place of
Precinct No.
skin and improves the" complexion, gives
on the violin and man-- i
registration: House of IXiiores Muand Is guaranteed not to be Injurious. dolin. lessons
to be the be3t
nis.
Sue aUc orepares a hair tonic that teacher Guaranteed
Any one de-- i
Precinct No. 12. Albuquerque
cures and prevents dandruff and hair siring In Albuquerque. general
delivlessons address
Place of registration: Ruppe's i'mg j
The healthy color of the skin is Riven to it by the millions of little red falling out,; restores lite to dead hair; ery, city.
jHore.
corpuscles in the blood. These are the carriers of nourishment, health and removes moles, warts and superfluous
Precinct No. IS, Old Albuquerque
strength to all parts of the body in other words the very life of the hair. Also a face powder,, a freckle
OVERCOATS.
Place of registration: School houso.
blood. When the germs of Malaria pet into this vital fluid they destroy cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
All
UnredeemedPrecinct No. 14, San iKuaclo
for sale
of
overcoats
theje
preparations
purety
are
corpuscles and rob the blood of its rich,
qualities, ren- vegetable compounds.
Jlace of registration: House of Apo-lon- these
Have Just ad- cheap at Rosenfleld's, tbe pawn brokwatery
weak
deringami
thin,
the
and
it
with
system
unable
to
supply
the
Garcia.
ded a vibrator machine for treatment er the man you can trust.
strength to resist disease. Then the symptoms of Malaria such ai of
scalp, face and cure of wrinkles.
Precinct No. 22, Tijeras Place of needed
a
pale,
complexions,
weak
sallow
digestion,
vitality,
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
poor appetite, deranged
It Is also tlsed for rheumatism, pains
registration : House of Jose lXimlu-4- 1
BREAD and take no other.
slight
general "let down" conditio! of the system, and perhaps chills and
and massage
ue.
Precinct No. 23, San Pedro Place fever, show that this insidious disease is gradually affecting the entire health.
Malaria must be removed from the system through the circulation, and the
A Badly Burned Cirl
if registration: Marcelino Crespln.
MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS
medicine to" accomplish this is S. S. S. It not only cleanses the blood of all or boy. man or woman, is quickly
Precinct No. 26, Albuquerque
Tht-Weakni. irreiru-lu- i
i(v and ijniilotia,UU'rett vior
Place or registration: Itorradailu'a impure, uuhealthy matter, but rids the system of Malaria, and restores the out of pain if Bucklen's Arnica Salve
of im dkU
it lid ImtiUU " iuih
Hit-kitt
furniture store.
blood to a strong, healthy condition.
kutrri"v
S. S. S., besides removing the germs Is applied promptly. O. J. Welch of
to tflrltf tit omnlnnMi, a id in k
Precinct No. 28. Atrlsco Place ft of Malaria, builds up and gives tone and vigor to the entire system by its Tekonshn, Mich., says: "I use It iu
hikI boily. No
't')it nl in uiiriui
fur women jll
registration : House of Jose SuU'drf.. fine tonic effects. Malaria is a blood disease, and S. S. S. cures it because my family for cuts, sores und all
kiili
tltriu. miiiot itu l ti in llf
prr ho
coinii a iif
Precinct No. 24, Chllill Place cf
is a perfect blood purifier. Rook on the blood and any medical advice skin Injuries, and find it perfect."
regiatratlon: House of Adolfo Sslas. I it
Quikest
cure knowu. Best healpile
MOTT CHEMICAL Jo.... w.U.
without
charge.
TH SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., A TLANTA, CA.
ing salve made. 2Uc at all druggists.
. ANN & SON.
Precinct Ho. 35, Durauea Place ot
FOR SALE BY
ally

OCTOBER

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
m jtaawjuaiiirHiiajiiiv'.ii,,aitiii ini
ALBUQUERQUE
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Ppr

&Q Citizen Want Ads, Furnish you
with raaracs and addresses
of people who are
"Necccssary to You Prosperity"

-
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NEW MEXICO

Capita, and Surplus. $ioo,ogo

fr

i rr

INTEREST

ALLOWED

SAVINGS

ON

DEPOSITS

MONEY to LOAN

fj

With Ample Means and IJnsurpaosJd Facilities.

T

109-11-

lkn

rr

TWO LOTS

$8

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $160,000.00.

and

Solicit

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
i?
Solomon Luna, President; W. 8. Btrlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W.
Johnson, . sst. Cashier; Win. Mcintosh, J. c. Baldrldge. Solo- J.
mon ..una. A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cro-iwell

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA

&

SANTA FE RY.

--

m

five-roo-

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

POR TERFIELIL CO,

ALBUQUERQUE,

U. S. DEPOSITORY
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeka

I

ALBUQUERQUE,

..

$100,000.00
.
22,000.00

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts of the Wond

We Want Your

Banking Business

DIRECTORS
Marron. Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Mlera.
1. H. v.arns. J. A. Weinman. F. H. strong. Jay A. Hubba.

O. N.

m

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

REGISTER YOUR

ond-han-

NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL,
SURPLUS AND PROFITS,

.

NAMES

Santa Fe Railway Company

I

.

five-roo-

&

$500,000.00
$250,000.00

STATE NATIONAL BANK

two-stor-

SA-K-

NEW MEXICO

OFFICER AMD DIRECTOR.
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
President
M. W. FLOURNOY
vice President
FRANK McKEE
Cashier
R. A. FROST
Assistant Cashier
H. F. RAYNOLDS
Director

N

DONT FORGET TO

8

Wholesale Grocers

d

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

46-4-

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

five-yea-

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Hi

pa-per-

-

Albuquerque Business Men
advertise in the Evening Citi
zen because it is the paper
the people of Albuquerque
read, dt

i

h,

Beu-thar-

a

k

'ia KBamsasax

Is

mniTHF SYSTEM

at3)e2o

OKtO0KtOiO000
"OLD RELIABLE."

jj

oven-nin-

Ue--

(

S, PUTNEY

1873.

I

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

OF MALARIA

io

L.

I
I

ESTABLISHED

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

0

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

L coo
RAILROAD

AVENUE.

omo

J.

C.

tooo

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

0OwO0K so

M.

too

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT Coverg more, loo..g best, wears the
longest, most economical; full nuacure.
BUILUiNij PAPER Always In stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement. Taint.
Glass, Sash. Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

$

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

Attorney Oeneral
Hitchcock,
and
mooiIv nr all clone to each other on
the n o:t fashionable part of K street.
near the vice president s, wlnle me
Postmaster Oeneral and Mrs. Cortel-voanrl the Secretary of Commerce
and Labor and Mrs. Metcalf are living
far to the northwest, one on iianeroit
place, the other on New Hampshire
avenue.
Few of the foreign emlAssleg and
legations will be opened in Washington before November 1, most of the
envoys, of whatever rank, preferring
to remain in their summer quarters or
take trips abroad before resuming
their confidential and earnest, If not
arduous, duties with the White House
The season
or the state department.
proper for the diplomats does not begin until January 1, with the annual
ea reception at the White
New
House, when all these represent Ives
of eniplrts, kingdoms and republics
call In state upon the president,, presenting the most brilliant spectacle
seen In Washington In the entire sea-

SOCIETY AT
CAPITAL OF

IHEHMM
Pleasant Gllrjipses Into the
Home Life of the White

House and Other
HOMES

IN

MANY

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

1906.

12,

WHICH RESIDE

IRRIGATION WITH A VENGEANCE

By Christine Wealand.

Special Correspondence.
Washington, Oct. 12. With the return of the President and Mm. Roosevelt to the White House early last
to
week, Washington may be
hare shaken off its summer siumber
and a new season had Its canning,
even though the foroMl duties and
pleasures of the socially Inclined do
not begin much before the assembling
of congress, or at least before Thanksgiving Day, which has long been an
opening date for polite society in
Washington.
Mrs. Roosevelt, like less exalted
housekeepers, is not without trouble
in her annual homecoming and begins
the season with a small army of mechanics still at work in the executive
mansion where the rainy summer has
wrought not a little damage to roofs,
piaster and wall paper, Just as in an
dwelling. The state
ordinary
.apartments have all been renovated
"without any change in the general appearance of the always beautiful east
room, where the marriage of Miss
Roosevelt and Representative Long-worttook place last winter; the Blue
room, where the president and wife
receive on all formal occasions, and
the Green and Red parlors, which
serve the purpose of ordinary draw- to the president's family
Mrs. Roosevelt returns greatly im
proved In health by her quiet summer
at Oyster Bay, and will be funy able
to Join with the president In the informal and graceful hospitality which
they have practiced so continuously
since their first coming to the White
r
1

ten-roo-
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The absence of Mrs. I ongworth from

iuq iiuiue curie win, 01 course, jutthv
an appreciable
iu
difference
the
White House where, from her debut
to her marriage, Alice Roosevelt
reigned one of the really great belles
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A Perfect God Send

jfV.M

That Albuquerque is Blessed With Gas

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT BY INSTALLING A
GAS HEATER AND RANGE. COME PAY US A VISIT.
WE WILL BE DELIGHTED TO SEE YOU AND WILL
CHEERFULLY 8HOW YOU OUR COMPLETE LINE
OF GAS HEATERS AND RANGES. ALL SIZES, ALL
KINDS. WE HAVE JUST THE ONE TO SUIT YOU.

a thriving town many miles from the Colorado river. The runaway river submerging a railway station
near Mexican
Southern Pacific's railway signal tower being carried away by the river
All

that

is left of

near Imperial.

5xlton.

n. ror

Ariz., uci.
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THE WHIM OF A RIVER.
(By Gllson Gardner.)
Special Correspondence.

luma,

la ttoek to alflt tba
kpmostivrythlng
tmlldloa$ bar tmpll

Hays been appointed axcluaiva agents In the Southwctt for Jo. S.
SchliU, Wm. Lemp and St. Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yeltowatowev
Green River, W. H. McBmyer'e Cedar Brook, LOuli Hunter, T.J. Monarch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article as received by us iruui the best TTtuertaa,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United States. Call and Inspect onr
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List,
Issued to dealers only.

ri

Capturing a runaway river a third

tent is the task.
Ranchers on the desert of southern California wanted water. An IrHe
rigation enthusiast volunteered.
tapped the Colorado river and the
floods came and overcame him. The
river tore its way through a new
course. Six times during the past
year has man attempted to check the
torrent and six times has the rive
won. As often as the little dikes of
sticks and stones and dirt have been
built, bo often have the fierce floods
hurled them away like mud and chips
of a child's play dam.
A last, attempt is being made. It is
the final struggle to reclaim 150 miles
of railway track, the 800.000 acres of
Irrigated land, to save a dozen little
towns and to prevent a $2,000,000 ir
rigation dam from becoming worth
less. About $150U0,000 worth of
,
property Is at stake.
Will man or the river win?
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Successors to
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a truant from its proper course to the
sea. At a jioint Just over the lound-ar- y
line between Arizona and Mexico
it turns aside and flows through a
new channel Into a great natural de
pression which used to be called Sal-ton sink and which has now become
Salto sea or lake. The lowest part
of this depression Is 287 feet and the
present level of the waters is 212 feet
below the sea level. The area of fhls
new fresh water lake is 250,000 acres
and it may double unless'the river Is
turned. The water Is now rising at
the rate of three inches a week.
The Salton sink Is now an tincan- ny lake with its creeping shore line
strewn with flotsam of ties and telegraph poles and the occasional floating shack of the evicted settler.
He
A fool man started the trouble.
wanted a larger flow of water for the
lands at Imperial, a private irrigation
enterprise, and he got It. The floods
last spring were unusually violent,
and with no gates or controlling
works to check the flow, Mr. Heber's
little cut uttracted the frolicsome
river, which started on a gallop for
the Salton.
There are neither liottom nor Bides
to the river. It flows through bottom- less deposits of silt earth as soluble
as sugar. The water touches it and
it is gone.
Piles driven in this silt popped up
and floated down the Btream. Dams
built on it were undermined a:id circumvented. There was notr!:ig to tie
a grip.
to; no rock on which to ?
The structure was always l ':!It upon
the sands, and when the v in.ls blew
and the floods came, they sustained
the same fate as the one of which the
Serlntures tell.
So this was the task ttiat confront-- !
W UU n:ratji,-i- i
t""nv "
I'll IUC
lust flirht for that J15.n00.000 stake.
The Southern Pacific railway was the
agency that finally moved. Mr. Har- riman and Epes Randolph, of the Arl- zona lines, took over a controlling in- -

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric light and Power Co.
CORNER 4th A NO QOLD
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Albuquerque Lumber Co
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
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Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing
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In American history
Ethel Roosej
velt, the only remaining daughter of
president,
is
fifteen,
and,
the
Just
notwithstanding the occasional use of
her name on the top line of the deor Cot V J
butante roll, she returned to school on
.Monday.
Miss Ethel, wno possesses
many of the attractive qualities of
MAP SHOWING THE SALTON LA K K AND TUB NEW ROUTE OK
lier elder sister, and the same marked
THE COLORADO RIVER.
resemblance to their father, is not
likely to be reckoned upon in any social happening more than a birthday
"We simply had to win," said Cory
terest in me imperial irrigation lanns
or Christmas party, Mrs. Roosevelt beand then gave orders to "go to it." as he Razed at the yellow waters tear- longing to that wise but all too small
pro- - ins; line a null race at tno Harriers
They picked out an
class of mothers holding the
The first of this season's fashion.feasor to furnish the engineering which his lahor had put in their path.
girl able weddings took place last Wedidea that a
brains. combined with the ability to "There Is too much at stake to lose.
should find her chief interest in life nesday afternoon, when Miss Carolyn
so on the cround and Ret results, and This is our last chance. If we don't
In her books and her home.
Post let hwaite. daughter of the late
they told H. J. Cory to draw on the win now wo lose for good. Then what
The Vice President and Mrs. Fair- - Uev William H Postlethwalte. United
Southern Pacific for money, rolling of the towns of Mexlcales, India. Mec
banks, whose home on K street, op-- states army, once chaplain at West
stock or anything else he needed, ca, Therma nnd all the others trilm
fiosite Faragut Square, was second Point, and Henry Ives Cobb, Jr., of
with no limit. That was about three itary to this Irrigation country? We've
only to the White House last season New York, were married nt St. John's
simply got to win."
months ago.
in the number and brilliancy of its en- - churcn, Lafayette Square,
tertainments, unless called to Wash-- i The bridgroom's Bister, Miss Leon- lngton by an extra session of congress, ore Colib, the maid of honor, who
will p3s.s the next six weeks at their spent most of her childhood in WashIndiana honiey All the cabinet fam- ington when her father was supervisilies are already in their Washington ing architect of the treasury, enjoys
homes with the exception of the sec- the distinction of being the first of
retary of the treasury and Mrs. Shaw, the long line of friends who shared the
whr) are in Iowa.
affection and confidence of Mrs. Nlch'
The Secretary of State and Mrs. olas I,oncworth. when that voune ma
Root ar. now occupying their sixth tron was Alice Roosevelt.
Mr. and
Washington residence, having just Mrs. Henry Ives Cobb, parents of the
taken the large house on Rhode Island bridegroom, then occupied a
owned by former Vice Presl-jsom- e
home on N street, near the resilient Levi P. Morton, but more recent- - jdence of the then-Civi- l
Service Com-l- A NEBRASKA VILLAGE SMITHY
occupied by the former Russian am-- missioner and Mrs. Roosevelt, with
CURTAINED
A
WHITE
HAS
bassador Count Cassini, and under the the residence of Mrs. Postlethwalte
WILCOX
MRS.
HAS;
BOUDOIR
rtlRii or his daughter, the brilliant just around the corner. Wednesday's
HER THREE GIRLS FOLLOWING
Countess Marguerite, the merriest ceremony was consequently the culmi- houso in Washington, blnce the Cas- - nation of a romance begun in the
THE TRADE.
ini occupancy, the 'house has been school days of the bride and bridecompletely refurnished, so that Mrs. groom, although their engagement
...
& ..'.3; ..iif-f- A
f; y
Koot will be the mistress of practical- was only announced in the past sumLincoln, Neb., Oct. 12. The shop
ly a new home, a luxury she hereto- mer from Paris, where the bride and
the
Phillip
Wilcox,
Mrs.
P.
where
fore has not enjoyed in Washington, al" her mother spent several weeks, and
though the house she had last year on where the bridegroom is a student of woman blacksmith of College View,,
sixteenth street had been put in ex- - architecture at the Beaux Arts. After Neb., spends the working day swing- cellent order hyiis owner, Hon. a short honeymoon near New'Vork. lng heavy sledges and shoeing horses
uourka Cochran, whose lifelike por Mr. Cobb and his bride will sail for shows at a glimpse that it is no or-- '
trait over the drawing room mantel Europe, where the former will con- dinary smithy. The two-stor- y
build- lent rather an unusual nir to the con- tinue his studies.
The
lng Is painted a pretty
''
;
servative atmosphere of the Root
upper story is the home of the Wil- - j
HIDDEN DANGERS.
home. In fact, Mrs. Root has been
cox family. The smithy shows the
overshadow? d by family ronratts in
of the woman In its orderly ar- most, of her Washington houses, the Nature Gives Timely Warnings That touch
rangement, its clean windows, its tin)
No Albuquerque Citizen Can
first residence Bhe occupied, when her
boudoir with looking glass, towel,
Afford to Ignore.
iiusband was secretary of war, being
soap and a rug on the floor.
that of Mrs. Albert Clifford Barney,
Danger Signal No. 1 conies from the
Mrs. Wilcox does not possess the
known in the art world as Alice Bar- kidney secretions.
They will warn build generally associated with the
ney, nn- - of the greatest amateur art you
when the kidneys are sick. Well village blacksmith.
She is scarcely '
ists of America, a portrait painter of kidneys
excrete a clear, amber fluid. five feet tall and weighs little morn
national fame, who had no less than Sick kidneys
MItS. WILCOX SHOES A HORSE.
out a thin, pale than 100 pounds. The conversation
litteen pictures of herself and daugh-er- and foamy, or asend
thick, red.
and manner of the little woman Is
about her artistic rooms. Later urine, full of sediment and
irregular of gentle and refined, and of course she husband off on the sabbath,
and then
Danger From the Plague.
on, the secretary and Mrs. Root passage.
never thinks of swearing, even when on Sunday when
clos-- 1
shops
moved to the residence of Paymaster
Signal
Danger
No. 2 comes from everything goes wrong. She iH well ed we did work theour ownwere
at
anvil in plague of coughs and colda that are
General and Mrs. Bates, where Bates the back. Back pains, dull and heavy.
and has (aught in district the back yard. We made $1U there B0 prevalent
portraits were not so much in evi- or sharp and acute, tell you of bIck schooled
unless youi take Dr.
schools.
one Sunday."
dence, inly to finish their first cabi- kidneys and warn you of the coming
King's New Discovery for Consump- Mr. Wilcox is a swarthy man with
net residence in another
Mrs. Wilcox stopped to look at the tlon, Coughs and Colds.
Mrs. Geo.
of dropsy, diabetes and Bright's dis- a black moustache
and a hearty,
Square, ease.
home on Lafayette
Kidney Pills cure sick cheerful laugh. He neither drinks, wood which a farmer had brought for! Walls, of Forest City, Me., writes:
where the ancestors and descendants kidneysDoan's
wagon
box
repairs.
What's this "It's a Godsend' to people living lu
and cure them permanently.
He Is
smokes, chews nor swears.
of the owner lined the walls of all
J. J. loung of Raton. N. M., passen-gt- r very proud of this fact and he is for?" she asked. "You don't want to climates where coughs and colda
the living rooms.
that wagon box with cypress, vail. I find It quickly ends them. It
engineer between Las Vegas and prouder of his wife. During the wln- The. Secretary of the Treasury and
prevents pneumonia, cures la grippe.
Raton, says: "I used Doan's Kidney ter he does as much of the work in 1,0 ouMrs. Shaw do not expect to keep Pills
greatly pleased with the the shop as Mrs. Wilcox, but when he
"Ain't that all right?" asked ,ne gives wonderful relief in asthma and
house this winter, but will remain for resultsandI was
bay fever and makes weak lung
got from them. I had been is away for weeks at a time she eas- farmer.
as lutH h of the season as they spend having backache
and twinges of pain ily carries on the business.
"Well, hardly." was the reply,
nd strong enough to ward off consump- In town nt the Arlington hotel. The in my back
also a slight urinary
"I'm not looking for anv notoriety," you've got a wo by four soft line 111,11 cuugns ami corns, ouc and 1
Secretary of War snd Mrs. Taft, the trouble, and and
I read about Doan's cays Mrs. Wilcox.
Trial
"I took up this piece to make Ihe crusspieces. That's Guaranteed by all druggists.
Secretary of the Inttrior and Mrs. Kidney IIH3 when
1 got a box.
They cured business because I like it. It was my no good at all. Can t help it if theilx'tth; free.
me of the trouble, anil I can speak
husband's occupation twenty years lumberman did say it was all fight
Ask for JAFFA 8 KRACK KREA!
highly of them. I know of a gn-a- t
ago when we were married and I It won't last."
BREAD and take no other.
niauy other railroad men who have
The fanner, after a few weak relearned it from him. I soon became
expert at it that I kept the shop monstrances, picked up the timber
An Awful Cough Curea.
For sale by all dealers. Price Sd kii
running during the summer when he and took it hark to be exchanged.
"Two years ago our little girl had
cents. Koster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
could make more Mrs. Wilcox grasped a
a touch of pneumonia, which left her
Now York, sole agents for the I'nited was away. I found
money that way than I could teach-- I hammer and began straightening an with mi awful cough.
She had spells
s. Remember the name
Statt
Doan's
r.
iron rod.
ing school, and
liked the work
IM you keep thesf tints in your lace ?
of coughing, just like one with the
and take no other. 3.
"If some of those poor,
My husband was working in the
If yon fire ono of ilie wise women who
cough
ami some thought
whooping
use
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
railroad shops in Ottawa, Kas., al li achers would try this business they she would not get well at all. We
go
t.
back
never
t hat time,
the
would
because
there
school
resinned
lie
got a bottle of Chamberlain's' Cough
Hagan's Magnolia Balm
ltiis are InvlteJ by the undersignthey wanted him to work on the Sab- room again. I'm bringing up my girls Reimily. which acted like a (harm.
boilng
ed
or
drilling
way.
exthe
for
he
Uie
same
seventh
well
an
oldest
is
a
of
aiv
bath." The
She stopped couglrng und got stout
we know you look ten years younger In
Falrview cemetery, as per s.iocill-- r day adven'ists.
Saturday iy t'.eir pert bicycle repairer and the other and fat," writes Mrs. Ora Bussard,
ill. in uuiiiy of your neighbors who are
ic his, nbii h will
at
good
upon
be
at
two
are
h.
furnished
the
also
business. llrubakcr. 111. This remedy Is for
salilint
younger than you are.
nppllca' ion.
"We had a shop in our own yard Tho oldest girl has a bunk u( count
Si.ltl Uv itll tlniK1-"1'by ail druggists,
I'rui 7lc:u.,
O. W. STRONG S SON'S,
Wilhi- from
repairing
ne
Mrs.
that she ear
there in Ottawa" coniinue.l
v
my
Supts. Fairview Cemetery.
a C:tueu Want
cycles."
cox. "Kor awhile the railroad let
fifteen-year-ol-

D. Etkln, PresldenL
Gloml, Vice President

Consolidated Liquor Company

of a mile wide, gone on a rampage,
cutting new channels, submerging
railroads, wiping out towns and making a great inland sea mile sin ex-

surprised her friends by a hasty re- turn to town last July, when her
marriage to Dr. Robert Mason, a
young phvsician of Washington, took
place at the Fuller home, in F street.
without the formality of any caras oi
tnvimlon and wlthout the presence of
the bride's distinguished father. If,
as has been hinted, this last Fuller romance was against the wish of the
cnief Justice, who finds it easier to
preside over the highest tribunal of
the land than to direct a household
of daughters, all has been forgiven
ike youthful bride, who is radiantly
happy in a modest flat on Nlnteenth
street, where she enjoys complete immunity from the duties as well as
honors that were hers in Tier father's
heme. Dr. Mason is a Virginian of
the Virginians, a grandnephew of Gen.
Robert E. l.ee, and extremely popular
In society, but not blessed with any
fortune beyond his professional

i
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WATER TEARS ITS WAY THROUGH
NEW COURSE AND SUBMERGES
TOWNS AND PROPERTY WORTH
ATMILLIONS
ALL
DEFIES
TEMPTS TO CHECK THE FLOOD
FINAL STRUGGLE IS NOW ON.

Thirty-sevenations now maintain
diplomatic relations with the L'niud
States, nine of them supporting embassies, which differ from the more
general legations In the rank of their
cnlefs, an ambassador Ik lng the personal representative of his soverign
or president, while a minister at the
head of a legation. Is the representative only of the nation by which he is
accredited and not that nation's ruler.
Great Britain. France, Germany,
Austrla-hungary- ,
Russia and Italy
have long been represented by ambassadors, usually men of rank and
title, while more recent additions have
been Mexico, Brazil and Japan, the
latter hmlng only taken on this dignity a few months ago, when the Viscount Siuzo Aokl succeeded the accom
pllshed Mr. Takahlra,
whose great
work in his country's welfare has
been rewarded by an important post
in Tokio.
Quite equal In social Importance
with the cabinet and diplomatic corps
is the supreme court, which, with
its nine members appointed for lite,
constitutes a permanent aristocracy
which sees administrations come and
that, somego with an indifference
times lg described as dignity and
sometimes as disdain. With the exception of the chief Justice, who Is a
widower, all the members of the present court are married, thus making
nine important households to consider
in making up a calendar of official society.
The number of young people in this
particular circle has been considerably reduced since last season, no
less than four supreme court girls
having been married since the early
spring. The last of this quartet: was
1
r)
Vliao Vontita
vnnnonct tf tht
'

.Social Season boes Not Usually
Begin Till Thanksgiving Day
Ushers It Into Active Life.

J.
O.

WHEN BIG RIVER BREAKS LOOSE
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Albuquerque, New Mexico

Our Prices

Our Work

are right

is right

All Kinds

Commercial Printing
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Having Added Large Invoices ol New Type Faces
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work

WOMAN BLACKSMITH LIKES IT

BETTER THAN TEACHING SCHOOL
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New Mexico's Leading

Afternoon Newspaper
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AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH: MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS. ot ot o ot
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House of Representatives,

HATS

Grocery Comp'y.
"Good Things to

Eaf

pnt-tetn-

In our Home Cooking department we have Just received

ah

ss

Fifty-eight-

SALMON SALAD
ROLLED. HERRINQ
PICKLED HERRING
(Heady for the table.)
MILKER HERRINQ
BOILED TONGUE
VEAL LOAF
POTATO SALAD

i

Hlgh-Grad-

We have just opened this year's
pack of
SAUER KRAUT
DILL PICKLES

BOY'S 8HO ES

SWEET PICKLES
SOUR PICKLES

als-trici- ,

BOY'S CA PS O

ooooooooooooooooooooOCOOOOOOOQQaQaQonn,o

We have just received a fresh
supply of
COTTAGE

CHEESE
IMPORTED SWISS
AND IMPORTED

m

Ww

LIMBURGER
BRICK CHEESE
AND ALL KINDS OF
CREAM CHEESE

CERVALAT SAUSAGE
SALAMI SAUSAGE

DON'T FORGET OUR
BAKERY DEPARTMENT
FRESH
DATE CAKES,
ALMOND CAKES,
CHOCOLATE CREAM

Stock of Neaters

O&360

CAKES
JELLY TARTS,
CREAM PUFFS, ETC.
TRY OUR RYE AND
GRAHAM

We have decided not to carry such a large

BREAD.

ment of heating stoves

Jaffa Grocery Co.

I

pre-empt-

at

NOW

"Good Things to Fat"
MAIL OROEKS FILLED THE SAME DAY

lliEY ARE RECEIVED.

&)

ib3

C. H.

Hi

CARNES, O. D.

House Ft nishers

Scientific Optician

B. K. ADAMS
THE BEST IN TOWN
'' t

i-

...''.V-

r.

;
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1

Per Gallon

San-che-

1

assort-

is the chance to
buy your stove. We have marked them so near
to cost that it doesn't pay for delivery.

m..

'

I

Our Acorn Heaters

v

.....

by every standard,

whether It be
workmanship, whether (Kyle or
s,
our new Tall and Winter Suits and
Overcoats for Young Men provo their superfor
worth-pr- ove
that they are the faultless productions of
men who have fuade the designing and making
of high-claclothing their life study, and have been wonderfully successful In their attainments.
There Is refinement in every detail-- In the appropriateness of
the color
effects, In the fashioning of tho lapels, In
the graceful
back lines of tjie coats and in the perfect
set of the
trousers. In truth we are more than
maintaining tho
very high standard long ago
attained In our lines of
oug Men's
e
clothing.
The arrival of extensive
orden places our present
stock In splendid condition,
especially Jn the complete
size assortments-pri- ces
from 110.00 to J23.00.

MEASUHIvD

1

lrd
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LETTER FROM CONGRESSMAN
SIBLEY TO AINSWORTII. ARIZ, jj
g

5

Washington.
W. T. McCREIGHT,
W. S 8 TRICKLER,
Oct.il.er 2, ISOfi.
Business Manager.
Fretldent.
Hon. Charles R Alnswnrth. Phoenix, Arizona.
My Hear Mr. Ainsworth I beg to arU.jcw le.ljje re
BACK TO THE LAND
ceipt of your hlfihly iFteemed favor of t.ie "2ml inst,
One of the sanest tendencies of our time i discovwhich reaches me here where I am eng.ig.'.l In moving
ered In the fact that many students In Cornell university my furniture out of my home. Your Invitation greatly
nil either rollrirea are selecting farming 88 a career In
embarrasses liie on many accounts. In tic first place,
life. Some of these students conic of city families. I Know of no one who wits the more consistent and perThev have no acres of "their own luit select agriculture sistent friend of statehood, not alone joint statehood,
a a profession deliberately, out of love for the land.
I
but separate statehood.
believe
fought for ibis ami
Recent changes In farm life have something to il .'i was through my individual Instrumentality that we
thin r)i,,lpo nf educated vouni; men. Rural free passeed the bill through the house of representatives
delivery, telephones, the dally paper, other modern fa without u division In the
h
((ingress. I did
cUttiea, have removed much of drudgery and deadening this largely at the instance of my former neighbor and
ivmHltlnni. from rural life. Then, too, it is coming to friend, the Hon. W. H. Andrews, now delegate from New
Mexico, and enlisted the earnest
of Sen
bo recognited that Intelligence is necessary to enccessfu
ator Quay. Through the opposition voiced and led by
In
necessary
the
farmlnir. and that more will he
inni Th best talent and education will be laid under Senator lleveridge this proposition was defeat el.
have kept in close touch with the situation from that
contribution.
Therefore young men are looking to agriculture as- time on, perhaps next to the speaker and .Mr. Andrews
of medl- being cognizant of tho movements looking to statehood
a profession, Just as they look to the practice
managers
are m more thoroughly than anyone In this city. It Is my
Already
farm
educated
law.
or
of
lne
request at good salaries. There may not be so much judgment that if this proposition is rejected you and I
money in farming as in some other lines, but there is will see them territories for a great many years in the
satisfaction of the life Is great. So future. It is only with the greatest difficulty that we
sufficient, and-thwe are beginning to hear can pass a bill at all. It Is needless to give the reasons
precincts
that from classic
I have been conslstenly
and persistently earnest,
the cry: Back to the land! Away from the snione
rltv with Its fliniv pavement: away from the stl first, for 6lnglo statehood, and when I recognized, as any
fie of the Jaded crowd; back to the wide expanse and one must, who Is familiar with all the forces operating,
vista of sailing cloud; back to the springing grass; back that this Is out of tho question and I think I speak
within limits for the next ten or twenty years. It it
to nature.
my judgement that with statehood assured there will be
a development In both portions of the new state so rapid
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
and so great that admission even Jointly will be lookProf J. A. Miller Is a gentleman as well as a schol - ed upon by all of you of the two territories as the act
ar. Furthermore, he is a teacher whose bearing, attain- of the highest wisdom, of course recognizing the impos
menta and experience command the respeci 01 an sible alternative of single statehood. It Is my belief that
young-- J
those who are under him. whether they be the teacn--- r with Arizona and New Mexico admitted as a state.
accomplished
most
ablest
and
or
the
within less than ten years, certainly within less than
st student
In his corps. The hoiden in manners as well a3 the twenty, there could not he found 6 per cent of your popIs
attainments,
ulation who would vote to sever that union. We aro
charlatan In method and the humbug in
one of the creatures most ea3ily detected by the pupils, both familiar with the facts connected with the admis
public with sion of Texas. She has the right to
the subordinate teachers and the educated
divide Into five
which the false claimant may come Into contact. Prof. states, but she glories in her Imperial domain, and from
demands
the best information I can glean, If the proposition was
Miller Is no politician. He Is able in all the
or the profession, and commanding of respect In his to divide Texas into two, three, four or five states, not
Intercourse with the public, from the least to the most one of these propositions could get 1 per cent of the
cultured. His record In the city high school shows that vote of the state of Texas. It would get the vote of
he the politicians who
would want, to be United States
he understands the duties of the position to which
superlias been called; that he will make an efficient quali senators, governors or official place holders.
in
activity,
but
Now, then,. It Is needless for me to argue anything
intendent, not alone In laborious
with you as to the merits of the present proposition. I
fied attainments; and that In an territorial or even tional scholastic gatherings he will reflect honor on come now to the realm of the persona). While I should
Hew Mexico, Albuquerque and Bernalillo county, He like to be able to render assistance, for I love every foot
of the territory and that of New Mexico, for I know of
is no Jumping Jack Ignoramus.
no place where I feel as well, where I eat and digest as
According to the Ideas of this country and accord- thoroughly, or sleep w.'th such perfect restfulness.
It
ing to the teaching of conditions In Europe, Mexico is the health region of the world so far as I have seen.
must be In a bad way If the following from Modern It is the region that will produce the strong manhood
Mexico be true: "Ranches In Mexico are of no mean-- and noble womanhood of the generations to come. Its
Terrazas of Chihuahua hag 17,000
people are charming and its climate makes life worth
sire.
5,000,-iia- o
00 acres. The Zuloaga family is said to hold
the living, and I have often thought to arrange my afacres. Properties of 1.000.000 and 2,000.000 acres fairs so that if I could not permanently reside In some
portion of this domain I might at least be able to spend
are not uncommon. Among the Americans& who have
Ross, the the winter in an atmosphere
large ranches may be mentioned Fleming
of such purity and where
a
Riverside Cattle company, with 2,000.000 acres and
the man's pulses bound like a boy s. But, mj dear Mr.
California,
of
Hearst
Phoebe
Herefords;
fine herd of
Ainsworth, this is exactly the way it appears to me. that
Mill-er- a
who has a magnificent place west of Minaca; the
if I was to come to Arizona now and make speeches iu
and the three Mormon colonies. Gordon, Ironsides behalf of statehood I would be considered presumptuous,
& FerriBS, a Canadian company, have 1.000,000 acres; my interference, it seems to me, would be properly reBereaford, a relative of the admiral, has a large sented, and it might be that It would be capable of doranrh whore he raises tine horses; another Englishman ing more injury than good. Your people are intelligent.
named Innstead owns a large property. Smaller places they are vigorous and hearty, they know the merits of
of from 40,000 acres upward are numerous. The price the case and must realize that It Is now or never. My
or land now runs from 50 to 75 cents gold per acre, with Judgment Is, that even if your population increases five
a stron gtendency to rise."
fold, and I will, state it as a deliberate conviction from
a canvass of nearly every man in the house and senate,
The New Mexican says that "J. B. Mayo of Albu- that If it increases ten fold In the next twenty years you
querque, who Is the nominee on the republican ticket will, still be short of single statehood. This reflects
for neither my opinion
t Bernalillo county ror county commissioner,the was
of what ought to be nor what I hope
Golden to see, but
of this county in
years a resident
several
it is the bare., cold truth as I apprehend it.
,
. .
imnM'tunt
mlninil
v mm uwim
waere ue ..ti.
mining
Therefore, It could not be pleasant for me to come to
Interests. Mr. Mayo is well and favorably known In Arizona uuder those circumstances. I know of no truer
this city and county." The knowledge of him in
friend to the territory than our beloved and respected
and Bernalillo county Is equally as favorable president. I know from observation made by him to me
a.
as it Is in 8anta Fe county and city. With Severo
that his heart is with your good people and I am sure
Gruns-reld- .
a member of the present board, and Alfred county
he will confirm to you or "others substantially the views
complete
a
who holds over, Mr. Mayo will
which I have expressed. I can only hope that your peocounty
board from which the very best management of
ple may be guided by that wisdom which conies from
affairs may be predicted with absolute assurance.
reflection and indicate the desirability of securing the!
present good possible to obtain rather than by seeking
ex"Do men gather figs from thistles? Can men
the Impossible and be dwarfed and crippled in the depect good government from the nominees of a rotten velopment of their resources through many coming
machine?" asks the morning paper In its frenzied effort years. I have had many talks with the delegate from
to say something against the republican county ticket. New Mexico. Mr. Andrews. I know or no better poli
The good book tells us any such expectation must tician that Pennsylvania has ever produced. 1 know
come to naught. This is why no reasonable man can how ardently he was in lavor or single statehood and
"rotten how he labored to that end, and I am sure
expect good to come from the Perfecto-Jesu- s
that he has
machine" which has a ticket before the people, on abandoned that Issue simply because he has recognized
which ticket Is put no candidate for delegate at the head' the rorce of the disconnected and hastily dictated utterbehind which ticket Is no political party to give it con- ances of this communication.
nection with the territory and the nation, under which
I wish for all or you engaged in this effort the most
ticket Is neither platform nor resolutions nor declaration abundant success. If I believed that my efforts could
ot principles for the ticket to stand upon. In a word, a turn the scale I should not withhold them but would
ticket which means merely an effort for certain parties come at once. I have worked more hours In behalf of
to retain office by the help of certain others who are statehood. Blngle and Joint, when I had no Interests in
now out but would like to get In.
the world to serve except tor the benefit or what I considered the most magnificent portion or our continent,
The Kstancla News says that a contract has been than would ever be demanded by making speeches
let to test for artesian water at that place. E. L Comer through Arizona. I am forbidden simply by what apis the contractor and the contract is that the well is to peals to my sense or propriety, for It seems to me that
be twelve Inches In diameter at the top or the ground this is peculiarly the problem or working out your own
and not less than six at the bottom of the well. Mr. salvation with Tear and trembling. After the statehood
Comer Is to drill to the limit of his machine, unless fight is settled, one way or the other, I want to again
stopped by the executive committee. Mr. Comer agrees visit the Grand Canon of the Colorado, and except for
to take his pay for drilling' In stock In the company,- the duties of this session of congress would spend my
thus leaving the money In the treasury for the pur- winter there. Should we not have an extra session I
The machine which he will une Is may come out Immediately arter the election and stay
if canlnir.
a splendid one, and is already being set In place.
until congress convenes, when I hope to have the pleasure of meeting you personally and again visiting the
Ed Newcomer Is by no means a new comer in Al points in Arizona which I love so well.
buquerque or a new comer to the people of Iiernultll'.)
Please believe me, with the kindest wishes, and not
county as an official. He la recognized by all as pru lacking In appreciation of the honor you have done me.
dent, exact, competent, methodical the right man in
Sincerely yours.
the right place for treasurer and collector of this coun
JOSEPH C. Sill LEY.
republicanism
and
recognition
of
his
ty. The highest
his qualification was given by Governor Hagerman
LONDON'S VASTNESS.
when he called Mr. Newcomer to a prominent position
There are lilty seven theaters in London and
nomipenitentiary.
management
of
His
new
the
in the
IihIIs.
(Jreater London is protected by li,S4ii
nation was probably one of the best in a ticket where
and I.M4 city police. There were litf.53il
all were unusually good.
last year and lnl.428 coiivicteJ; t;i;n committed
and 647 were prevented by the police. The con
Isidro Sandoval, the republican candidate for pro stables seized 3H,5io stray dogs, stopped 216 runaway
bate Judge, is a merchant of lutegrity and stauding, who horses, restored 15,823 lost people to their friends and
la also largely interested iu the sheep ludustry of New relations and put out 225 fires.
There were 7,550 inMexico. He is in the prime of life, and his success in quests. The lengtL of streets ill London boroughs is
man
of excellent now 2,loS'-- i miles, and they
bulness affairs has marked him as a
cost over IIU.immi.omij a year
character and good abilities. His acquaintance with to keep up. Ttains, tramcars and omnibuses in 1S04
the people of the county Is unusually extensive and his ;airled .021 .335. St t people. On an average every man.
family connections are of the best. He will make an woman an.l child of the population
made 148 1 Journeys.
ideal probate Judge.
NEW COLD STATE.
At 2 o'clock on Friday morning, October 12. 14U2. or
The Kveiimg l'oBI ,(f .vw York, a careful and reyears
ago
414
today, Columbus discovered America. liable paper, prints an article on the increased output
The first to see the new world was a sailor on the Nina, of gold, in which the writer expresses the opinion that
one Rodriguez de Triaua. The land first discovered, Nevada will soon take lank as the greatest producer In
and upon which landing was made at sunrise, was what the world. This Is a very sanguine view, but It Is borne
is now kntwn as Walling island, one of the Bahama out by the discoveries of the past three or four years,
group.
which demonstrate that a large section of the Silver
state is wonderfully rich in gold, so rich, Indeed, that
New Mexican: The Las Vegas Optic says that the Nevadans are already bragging
that he name of their
republicans of New Mexico will not be satisfied with commonwealth in the near future
will have lo be
Jens than 10,000 majority for Delegate Andrews. Here changed to suit the
fads. California has
la hoping! It looks now as if the majority will reach the title "(iolden," but if Nevada is ambitious to be
hat figure unless the signs of the times and the cond- known for what bhe really Is, she may call herself the
itions of the campaign are very much mistaken.
Twenty-four-carstale, and no one will say her nay.
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Funeral Director and Licensed

PLnnpt Automatic
Colorado, Blk

Embalmer

IB

299

Corntr Fifth and Railroad Avenua
EYES TESTED FREE
FIT GUARANTEED
Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N.

M.

Bottled

In

Colo.

Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KY.

MELINI & EAKIN
Sole Agents.

Albuquerque,

N. M.

Automatic Phone,

199.

BY

Memphis,

Frontier Celebration,
Winslow, Arizona,
Oct. 17-11906.
9,

is to make
each dollar earn you Interest.
The dollar never wears out but
Just keeps on Increasing. Interest
makes your reserve. The Interest
makes more dollars and Increases
your reserve. The Interest that
he bank pays on savings, in
a few years, will equal the principal if compounded. Capital drawing interest will increase surprisingly rast. Only those who have
tried It really know.
Did you ever loan money to a
bank? Lots or people do. It's a
paying business.
Whenever you have money that
is not invested and you are looking
ror a place to put it, loan It to a
hank. Your money In the hank '.3
available at all times.

Duluth

AND THE NORTHWEST,
the south and southeast.
Ticket Office, 805 eventeenth St.,
Denver, Colo. Phone, Main 1125.
JAMES CULTON,
Commercial Agt

ONH
CHICAGO.

NiGHl

16, 17

and

18, 1906.

FINAL

LIM-

IT OCT. 21, 1906.

i

T. E. PURDY, Ag't.

'

GALENA,

STREET.

bis line of unredeemed overcoats
118
for sale cheap at Hosentleld's,
West Railroad avenue.
A

HAIR WORK.

o

ALBUQUERQUE,

.,uht

ROCkford.

NEW

MEXICO

RKCJ2IVEIJ

at the
The finest train service to the above
points; also to New Orleans, Mem- Champion Grocery and Meat Market
Cor. Seventh and Tijeras
phis, Vlcksburg,
Evansville, Ind.;
Nashville, Tenn.; Atlanta, Ga.; Jack- A choice line of Imported Goods Direct from Italy.
sonville, Fla., and all other points In
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL.
t
Remember, we handle the best
and a full line or choice groRAILROAD TIME TABLE meats
ceries.
LOMMORI

(In effect July 1. 1906.)
Eastbound.
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:61
a. m., departs 8:25 a. m.

L

MATTEUCCI.

We Keep It Up

11:Wek.pthe quality oi our bread
ftB,UloW.W,
to the highest. This is possible
Kansas City

No. 8. Chicago

&

UP

Ex

press, arrives 6:45 p. m., depart fey osin
7:45 p. m.
Westbound.
The
No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:J
p. m., departs 8:15 p. m.
The
No. 3, California Limited, arrives
The
11:05 a. m, departs 11:25 a. m.
No. 7, Mexico & California Express.
arrives 12:05 p. m., departs u;ia not only in
i

p. in.
LUNCH
RESTAURANT
AND
COUNTER FOR SALE VERY CHEAP
Southbound.
BUSINESS CAN STAND CLOSE IN- No. 27 El Taso train, departs at
EARLY.
VESTIGATION.
CALL
LEAVING CITY. 303 SOUTH FIRST

well-to-d-

!Xuc BANK OF
ICMMERCE
;THE

MINNEAPOLIS,

i

FOR
OCCASION
ABOVE
ROUND TRIP TICKETS WILL
BE ON SALE AT RATE OF
$11.45. DATES OF SALE OCT.

The secret

never sleeps.
of becoming:

T-o-

FREEF0RT:

DAMAGED
RAINS IN TENNESSEE
Tenn., Oct. 12. Owing to

the recent incessaut rains irrepairaMe
damage has been caused to all crops
In Tennessee, especially in the east-- '
ern districts.
The commissioner of
.
i
iciarimeni oi agriculture reports
that the rains altogether prevented
the proper planting of wheat, while
the com crop, an lmortant one in
tills Male, has been knocked flat and
Is
on the ground. To add to
the unfavorable outlook the cot ion
seeds mv sprouting In the bolls.
TENNESSE STATE FAIR
CLOSES TOMORROW NICHT
Nashville, Tenn.,
Oct.
12. The
Tennessee state fair, which will close
tomorrow night, has proved highly
successful. Cumberland park, where
the fair is held, is packed daily, persons from all corners of the state
laklnn imit in the amusements.
An
attractive Hem Is prof. Hernmnft
'c!lste,it and his famous baud.

92.

COLORADO

WATERLOO,

ST. PAUL RAILROAD
St. Paul, Minn., Oct. 12
Between
Evarts. S. D., and Butte, Mont., the
St. Paul railroad has upwards of seventy stations, and it Is expected that
when the I'acific coast extension is
finished a new town will be established about every ten miles, some of
which must eventually develop into
Important places of commercial activity. The effect will be ultimately
to give the road the benefit of a great
local traffic, which the railroads have
come id understand
mys to foster
and build up as the most profitable
source oi income they can have.

j

FR0M

st. paul, fort dodge,
DUBUQUE,

MANY STATIONS ON

ALL CROPS

the short line

St. Paul, Minneapolis,

Bond.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

Oak-woo-

$J.50

is Central R.R.!The worfeig

O. P. o.
WHISKEY

CROP NOT
INJURED IN TEXAS
Galveston, Oct. 12. Though the re
cent rains slightly affected the cot
ton crop In this state. It Is estimated
by experts that the output will exceed
what was expected. In Mexico pickers are In great demand at prices
ranging trom t6 cents to $1 per Mil
pounds.
In the Heme section
the
gins are kept very busy, though a
good (leal of trouble Is caused frc.iu
the want of pickers. In Kieleen the
yield will be close to the average, although pickers lire scare. In
d
the crop is double what it was
expected to be, and merchants doing
brisk business. In Waller cotton Is
coming in rapidly and the town is
brisk with farmers laying in their
winter supply. All the railway systems in Texas are suffering from a
car famine, and the worst feature of
the shortage Is the fact that the business has not reached its height.

-

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY FARM
Red

THE CELEBRATED

COTTON

-

Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

CORRECT
114

-

12-3-

P. in.

Local freight train, No. 99, south
bound, departs at 6 a. ni., and car
ries passengers.
Arrives From South.
No. 22, Mexico Express, arrives 7:-- J

Best Flour,
Best Labor,
Best Methods,

mixing and baking, but
also in taking care of and selling
the bread. If you want the best
you'll have .to use Balling's Bread.

PIONEER BAKERY,
107 BOOTH rlRBT BTRCMT.

a. m.
THE ELITE ROOMING HOUSE
No. 1 runs direct to Los Angeles.
No. 7 runs direct to Ban Francisco.
No. S runs direct to Los Angeles and
NEAR POSTOFFICC AND DEPOT

Mrs. Kiitherforft. at home to anyone
San Francisco.
wanting hair work done, every Wed- All trains dally.
nesday, at 617 South Broadway.
T. E. PURDY, Agent.

NO. 118

t.

Weit 8ilvp Avenue.

E. GALLOWAY,

Manjmer.

FRIDAY,

OCTOBER

WAS ONLY

A BIT FATHER

CONFERENCE

THREAT-O- F

EHS TELEGRAPH

RED SILK- -!

1

The Thing Had Great Possibilities. However, put a
Pueblo Claimed It.

A

br en clastic, silken thin? a
man picked up in an offilce building
the other day on the local rlalto.
Ked it was and round, and there were
pretty little ruffles about each edge,
perhaps half an Inch deep, and glory!
there was a bright silver buckle all
hidden in the gtorgeous rod bow.
Also there was a silver loop which
permitted you to let It out or take
up at the. option of the wearer. The
buckle was unclasped when it was
picked up, but the man soon adjusted
this and almost before he thought, he
had his hands inside the silken circle and stretched its meshes to their
A
satisfied grin
utmost tension.
spread over the face of the man which
straightway gave place to an expression of alarm.
Had any of his friends played a
joke on him?
He looked up the, hall way. All was
quiet. The expected half suppressed
laughter he failed to hear.
It was the noon tide. Not a soul
was In sight. Nothing disturbed the
stillness but the hum of a passing
electric car down stairs in the street.
Again Tie looked at the object he
had in his hand. He Inspected the
adjuster.
It was let out to the
smallest part of an inch. Was the
odor which seemed to waft from the
silken "skeln" the latest creation of
the perfumer? . Was it "Purple
Azelia" or "Golf Queen?" He could
not tell for there was really no odor,
only the faintest suggestion of an
odor.
To whom did the article belong?
He began to search his memory.
Who of his acquaintances had a passion for red? Of course It didn't belong to man. And the stenographers
employed In the offices. But banish
tlw thought. ' He was a married man.
What must he do with it?
How
could he find the owner, whoever It
was?
These tilings and a
thousand
thoughts flitted through his mind for
he wag already late to dinner, The
man had an idea that he would put
it in hig pocket and carry it home,
but the possibility of the embaras-men- t
which an explanation entailed,
drove the Idea from his mind.
At this Juncture two Pueblo bucks
came down the hall.
He had not
heard the moccasincd feet on the
stairs, and was not aware of their
presence until they were close upon
him. They startled
him
from his
reverie.
One of the Indians grinned and
reached for the red thing he held in
bis hand.
"Injun's, Injuns," he grunted, and
passed over the bit of silken
the man
web. l
On itfrrtU' the brave wore a similar appendage.
He adjusted the
psuedo sleeveholder on the other arm
and the man breathed a 6igh of re- It

'

lief.

"Those Inlians were on this floor
early this morning," ho said, "and I
'suppose they lost that sleeve holder.
My but that was a lucky escape!"
"That's a pretty fancy pair of
sleeve boldeis for an Indian to wear
about," he observed again.
Who was the man?
The story's enough.
CITY

MAY

TO SANTA

TRADE
FE FOR

L
SEWER

LAND AGENT BARTLETT MEETS
CITY COUNCIL TO TAE UP
REMOVAL.

Just what to do with the city
er which empties Into the

sow-

Rio

Grande in the south end of the Santa
Ke yards ia a problem for
Agent Bartlett of the Santa Ke
railroad.
The company in making
changes of the local yards have found
it necessary to change the sewer
outlet from its present location.
To discuss the matter Mr. Hartlett
met a quorum of the city council at
a special meeting In the offices of
City Clerk Harry lA-yesterday afternoon. The city will probably deed
to the railroad company a part of the
land the city recently purchased for
dumping purposes adjacent to the
sewer outlet, and the company will
deed to the city some of its right of
way in exchange, and the sewer will
be moved on the old
dumping
grounds. Mr. Bartlett will meet the
city council at its next meeting, when
the n atter will have reached a more
definite shape.
Right-of-Wa-

y

Ministers from all over New Mexnnd several from Colorado, El
Paso, Texas, and Arizona tire In attendance at the fifteenth annual session of the New Mexico Spanish Mission conference
of the Methodist
Episcopal church, which opened yesterday in the First Methodist Episcopal church in this city.
Bishop David H. Moore. IJ,. D., of
Portland, Ore., is presiding.
Rev. Thomas M. Harwood was
elected secretary and Rev. Manuel
Finn's assls'ant; Rev. I,. Fernandez
statistical secretary nnd Revs. Ga- ico

j

:

j

Hur-ium-

j

BISHOP DAVID'H. MOORE.
bino Garcia and A. C. Gonzales assistants; Rev. Thos. Harwood treasurer.
The sessions have been interesting,
not withstanding the fact that the
members and bishop have to speak
to each other through an Interpreter.
The following ministers are in attendance:
Revs. Thos. Harwood,
Thos. M. Harwood. E. C. Chavez,
s,
B.
Seneca
Garcia and Higlnia O.
residents
Albuquerque;
of
Revs. Samuel Padilla, Tipton vllle;
Juan Sandoval, Raton; A. C. Gonzales, Clayton; Goblno Garcia, Clayton;
Leandro Romero, Barney; A. Mares,
Las Vegas; Jesus Salazar. Ocate; E.
C. Salazar, Santa Fe; C. Varos and
K. Montoya, Taos; Cruz J. Martinez,
Dulce; Z. Salazar. Conejos, Colo.;
Santiago Chavez, Socorro; J. P. Salazar, Clyde: Manuel Klores, Hills-borJ. C. Chavez, Dona Ana; Leandro Kernandez, El Paso, Texas; Dio
nisio Costales, Iteming ; Evangelista
Candelariu, Tucson, Ariz., and Epig-menKlores, Douglas Ariz.
Among the visitors introduced to
the conference are the following: Dr.
G. H. Adams. Phoenix; Rev. J. C.
Rollins, D. D., Albuquerque; Rev. Dr.
Morrison, superintendent
of New
Mexico English missions; Rev. H. B.
Hammond, Albuquerque; Rev. W. W.
Havens, superintendent of the New
Mexico-- Arizona
league.
At thte morning's session it
to
voted
hold the next annual session
in Albuquerque, when it !s expected
the mission conference will be organized into an annual conference, with
all the rights and privileges that
other annual conferences enjoy.
Bishop Moore will preach in English Sunday morning in the First
Methodist Episcopal church
and
through an Interpreter In the afternoon at 2 o'clock.
This evening a banquet will be
given. at the church by the Brotherhood of St. Paul. The affair Is in the
nature of a reception for the bishop
and the visiting clergymen. A number of speeches will be made, and
short talks...
Bishop Moore was formerly a missionary in China. He served as bishop In the eastern missions for about
four years. Being recalled in 1904 he
was given a charge In the United
States at the Ios Angeles conference of the Methodist Episcopal
church.
Cos-tale-

TWO SLIGHT EARTHQUAKE
SHOCKS FELT HERE

o:

SHOOK
OFFICE APPURTENANCES IN GRANT BUILDING
ONE
SEC-

io

ONDS.

Two slight earthquake
shocks,
which shook hanging pictures and
moved office furniture about in several offices In the Grant building and
elsewhere, visited Albnquerque this
aftenoon at five minutes before 2
o'clock. There were tvro shocks; the
first was of short duration. The second, which was more' pjalnlr felt,
lasted perhaps three reconds.
Prof. Espinosa of the University
oY New Mexico reported
at 3 o'clock
that two shocks had bern fell out at
the 'varsity and described the direction from the northwest to the bouth-eas- t,
and vice versa.
In the Grant block Dr. W. G. Shad-rac- h
stated that one shock, probably
the second, moved his office doors.
The photographer In the Moon studio on the same floor reported that
he saw hanging p'ctures swing on
tlie walls and a desk moved. Dr. J.
E. Kraft told The Citizen his office
appurtenauces acted queerly. bottles
rattled on the shelves anil a dental
case was shaken.
A singular
circumstance
in connection with the cuake Is that a number of people on the street and in
stores tuider the offices In he same
block did not. feel the shocks and
were unaware they had occurred. Announcement that there had been an
earthquake elicited smiles and remarks that implied they thought the
matter a Joke.
A telephone message to The EvenBERNALILLO
ing Citizen gives the information
that the shocks were felt as far south
as El Paso.
QtB
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DR.

STRICKLAND

7SB,7 7E3
Exclusive Designs, Finest Workmanship, Durable Finishes, Beautiful Woods for BED ROOMS, DINING
ROOMS, PARLORS, HALLS, LIBRARIES and DENS
AT REASONABLE PRICES
RUQ DEPARTMENT Is
revelation to those who
It, because of the great variety of Domestic Rugs
from the best looms.
,
OUR

visit

ALBERT FABESQ
.... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

Household Goods

,

Anti-Saloo-

n

.

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

&

BORRADAILE

y,

GO

117 Gold Avenue

ii

Don't Dispute with
Woman,
Especially, if she tells you to order
ack of
EMPRE8S FLOUR.
Make oo excuse,' (u yon should Ce
get the order), that yon could m
find It, for every flrst-claarosjw
handles EMPRESS. Ton trill s.rw7
And good bread, food biscuits, go4
pastry and most important ot aft.
good cheer to greet 70a irhen
come home for vour dinner. Try It
EMPRESS FLOUR hi the Empreee e
all others,
n

M. BERGER,
Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque, N.

M,

FRENCH BAKERY

j

!13 WEST RAILROAD AVE.

STEVENS

&.

Proprietors

BOWYER,

;

BUTTER NUT
BREAD
Better

Than

Home-Mad-

FINE LINE OF
CAKES ;
.

'
'

Always on Hand.

e.

All City and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to

O00000

maknA
money

I
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I Convenience - Comfort - Security

fires Aerc

rTfft)
The

telephone

makes

the

.The telephone

duties lighter,

the cares less,
and the worries fewer.

your
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Flaming's Grocery and Cafe
REGULAR DINNER 25 CENTS
snort uraers ana Luncnes served from 6 a. m. to
A I way

3tt

I

Ready to Servo

On Ice

SOUTH FIRST STREET

La VcU Rooming Bouse

ia Connection,

113

Vest Leid Avenue

O'REILLY & CO.
J. H. 'LEADING
DRUGGISTS

"C!

Mall Orders Filled Same Day Received.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

BOTH PHONES

The St. Elmo
o

Midnight
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FIRST PRIZE (5.00 SILK UMBRELLA.
SECOND PRIZE S3.50 MOSQU ETAIRE GLOVES.
THIRD PRIZE $2.00 BEADED HAND BAG.
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Topham's Celebrated Soda Water

In writing your answer, write on one side of the
paper and do not write anything excepting your answer
to the Rebus, your name, street and city address. Address your answer to tho Rebus Eelitor, care of

-

,'

Irish Stew and Chili Concarne

The only condition of the contest is that no answers
must be sent in before twelve o'clock noon, October
1st, and no answers will be accepted later than
twelve o'clock noon, October 1 5th.

rTi.-

HOME

YOUR

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

All tho readers of this newspaper are undoubtedly
familiar with the interesting Rebuses which have appeared In The Ladies' Home Journal from time to time.
We have had prepared for us a Rebus on similar lines,
and will give three prizes or presents of value to the
first three persons who solve the Rebus correctly. We
are sure that this Contest will create interest In every
home leached by the Albuquerque Evening Citizen.

DISTRICT COURT'

preserve

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

Can You Solve This Rebus?

COUNTY

Juan Armijo y Baca has filed suit
against Hilario Lobato contesting the
THIS OLD
CIT- latter's recent election as mayordonio
of the acequia madre of the commun- IZEN DIED AT SOLDIERS'
ity oi Kanchog de Atrisco, and Jose de
HOME.
La l.uz Sanchez, Candidi Page and
Trinidad Gabaldon has brought suit
Word reached The Evening Citizen to
contest the election of the latter as
today that Dr. Strickland Aiibiight
commission of the acequia madre.
lied at the Soldiers' Home, near SanSummers Burkhart and R V. Chaves
ta Monica, Calif., on Monday. Octo- appear
as attorneys for the plaintiff.
ber 8. The deceased was 71 years of
age and in the early days of AlbuThe Montezuma Trust company and
querque was a prominent physician Sydni y Eugene Abel iiiwaso,!
and surgeon. A few years ago. when G. L. Altheimer, is the style of an
MORTUARY
his health commenced to fail, be ap- appeal taken from tbe probate court
plied for admission to the National by the appellants.
The causo is one
Soldiers' home In southern California by which the appellants seek to
Minard Bottles.
dison
and
his
receiving
Minard Bottles, the
charge
as executors of the estate of
notice that the
son
of David Bottles and wife, died at application had been favorably acted I). J. Abel, deceased.
On a petition
the parental home, 9m South Edith upon he left tins city to pass the re- or (i. j. Altheimer, who alleges that
maining
days
shortly
D.
of
before midnight last
street,
his life among the the said
J. Abel was on a bond on a
night of pneumonia. The funeral' comrades of the Civil war. Old matter pending, the probate court has
I
ve
an
took place this uf:cr:iMu
;l
terans of this city will refused to release said executors. Tha
the friends
above addies.s with burial at Fair-vie- join with The Evening C'itizen in ex- latter take an appeal to the district
tending
cemetery, with If. K. Adams in
sympathy to' the bereaved court to secure relief.
charge. The Bottles family removed relatives who are i.fc
behind to
The suit of Mrs. Olive Corcoran
to
Albuquerque
from
Sulphur mourn bis death.
against the Albuquerque Traction
Springs, Ark., eleven days ago. .Mr.
company came to an end this afterBottles is a machinist.
'1 he
WALTON
noon.
testimony was completed
HAD
Mrs. Juana Perea.
at noon. The arguments by the attorMrs. Juana I'erea, ;!X years
old.
neys consumed two hours, and the
died at her home, Tijeras avenue and
HIS SKATES ON case went to the Jury at 3 o'clock. The
Fifth street, of tuberculosis
at
plaintiff sues to recover lil.uou dam-ajreo'clock last night.
he is a sister
for an accident, which occurred
of Perfllio Salazar. The funeral will
W. Y. Walton, the West Railroad las; winter, while she attempted to
be held this afternoon from the
druggist, believes It fit and boaid a car belonging to the defendChurch of the Sacred Heart under avenue
proper to wear skates on vour birth- ant company. The attorneys In the
the direction of O. V. Strong's Sons. day,
ea.-Burial will be at Sinta Barbara rem-eler- kind that is if you get oii the right McMilUaren T. N. Wilkemon and A. B.
of skates.
for the defendant, and Geo.
At least Mr Walton appeared at biH place of business W. Klo. k for the plaintiff.
Mrs. J. V. Key's Funeral.
At 8 o'clock this morning from the this morning with a pair of roller
The territorial
Jury finished
Church of the Immaculate Concep skates and myannounced:
labors lu'e this afternoon, return"This is
blrthdav n,i r... ....i,. its
tion the hody of the late Mrs. J. V.
ing a lengthy
Key. wife of J. V. Key of Helen, con i over to the rink to celebrate it."
He disaiilH'ared
-At
at ruction engineer on 'he Helen cutu i iia n
"
Mrs. Coverdale has on display all
off, was interred in Santa Barbara this morning he was still skating.
the latest ideas in millinery. A new
ft metery.
President
Woodrow Wilson
of and complete line of the newest
Rev. Ft. Mandelarl conducted the Princeton has been
mentioned as the things just received from the east.
simple burial lltes. the funeral cor- next I'nited States senator
from New
CHASE AND SANBORN'S
tege having escorted
TEAS
the remains Jersey. It's dreadfully mbarrassing
AND COFFEES AT MALOY'S.
from the Borders undertaking estab- to Mr. Wilson, but as his j,ast reputalishment, where the body was pre- tion has always been fine no doubt
If you want resuiu l:: a.iver,i; jL.
pared fur burial.
be will live It dowu.
try an Evening Citizen want 4.

STOVES AND RANGES

The W. H. Andrews club room, in
JUST RECEIVED.
the N. T. Armijo building, now used
BUCKWHEAT FLOUR
by the territorial republican central
PANCAKE FLOUR
committee, is a busy place these
FINE FAT MACKEREL
days, and everybody, even democrats
FANCY BONELESS CODFISH
and fuslonists, are given the "glad
AT MALOY'S.
hand" when they enter tho room. As
stated In The Evening Citizen yesterOuting hats at Mrs. Coverdale's,
day afternoon, H. Phillips Klint, of including the Skldoo, Little Johnny
Alamogordo, is In charge, at'all times, Jones, Elsie James and the popular
as the central committee's
steno- - Cowboy hat.

JURY REPORTS.

(

DEAD

Dleck-Monda-

FURNITURE, CROCKERY

m

CORCORAN CASE GOES TO JURY
NEW SUITS FILED GRAND

T
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Candidates

offices have been Invited

n
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LASTED THREE
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OTHERWISE

Delayed Message pjevents Of the Methodist Episcopal
Church In Session Here.
LIndholm's Attendance
Bishop Moore Presiding.
at Son's Funeral.

In consequence of the slow delivery of a telegraph message informing
A. J. I.lndholm, an employe of the
of the accidental
Santa Ke cut-of- f,
death of his only son, Charles, near
Kolsom, N. M., the telegraph eom-- I
pany Is threatened with suit. The
message referred to was filed at Kolsom at 3 p. m. on Tuesday afternoon
and did not reach Willard. the near-- i
est point to which l.imlholtn was
working, till 2 3.J the following day.
For this reason the father was unable either to be present at the bur- ial of bis son or to make any ar- rangements for the embalming and
removal of the remains,
The story of the boy's death, which
appeared in The Kvening Citizen at
the time, was a pathetic one. To- -j
get her with his friend, John Wilson,
'
who, like himself, was employed by
the Midland Uridge company on the
St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific
railway, he had gone out to the Salt
lake, as it is called, for the purpose
of shooting ducks. After reaching
ithe lake the young men discovered
a boat drawn up on the shore. It was
of the tin variety, with air cham-- I
bers at either end. In this bout the
boys set sail for the center of the
lake, which they reached in safety,
and from which they succeeded in
getting several
ducks. Later on,
however, In an effort to retrieve an
injured bird which lay on the surface
of the water, the boat was capsized.
Wilson, though
a swimmer, was
drowned, and Llndholm, who clung to
the upturned
boat, succeeded In
reaching shore, though greatly hampered by the fact that one of tne
boat's air chambers was punctured
The shock and exposure to the Icy
waters, however, proved too much for
him, and he died shortly after reaching camp.

He Is tho
of Judge K. A.
Mann's Judicial district, and The Citizen force has found him a very pleasant gentleman.

court, stenographer

for the various county
to address
the colored voters of Albuquerque,
who organised a campaign club at
;the city hall Wednesday night for pur-- 1
rose of mutual benefit. The names
of seventy-fiv- e
voiers were enrolled
upon the membership
list. Officers
elected at the meeting were T. O. Ma- son, chairman, and U. N. Reynolds,
'secretary. A resolution was passed
Messrs. Nelll B. Held ami (Iconre inviting the candidates to speak at a
S. Klock are down on the bill boards regular club meeting
as speakers at a meeting to be lieU
tomorrow evening, at 8 o'clock, at the
Tnc rank Bn() fllo of the democratic
Elks' opera house.
party are not at all pleased. If all the
reports are true, at the bargain made
Hon. O. A. Larrazolo, the d. mo by alleged leaders of that party when
cratic candidate for delegate to con- U'hamberlin was removed from the
gress. and Hon. H. B. Kcrgiisso,, of ferfecto Armijo ticket for county
this city, are scheduled to address treasurer nnd collector and John S.
the voters of Grant county at Silver Heaven's name substituted.
The old
City on Wednesday, October 17. On fighting boys of the democratic party,
the following day. In the morning, the wi, ran 1e depended on in victory and
two gentlemen will speak at Central, defeat, were not consulted In this mat-an- d
in the arternoon at Santa Rita.
Iter of substitution, and many of them
will use stickers to suit themselves
The democrats of Rio Arril.a county on the day of election. Was It a flare having a hard time getting randi-- : nanclal bargain?
dates for the various county offices.
It is understood that Charles A. Dag- The county commissioners, at a
Rtftt, of Chania. for sheriff; Teodorlo meeting the other day, appointed tha
Trujillo, for treasurer and collector, boards of registration, and was very
and Juan de Jose Duran, for probate careful to select candidates from the
judge, are the only ones who have con I'erfecto Armijo ticket for members
sented to be slaughtered.
of the "board in precinct J2. Here
they are: B. Rnppe, candidate for
Hon. H. O.
the well known house of representative; John
8.
chairman of the territorial republican Heaven, candidate for collector and
central committee, has returned to the treasurer and Sigfrled Grunsfeld.
city from Socorro. He brings en-- ; candidate for assessor. The latter
couraglng reports to tho headquartfrs, member Is a cousin of the chairman
and says he feels confident Delegate of the lxiard of county commissioners.
Andrews will carry every county In Not In the history of politics. In
New Mexico,
and among nalillo county, has so much unfairness
them Is Grant county, the home of W. to the opposition been shown by any
B Walton, secretary of the territorial
hoard of county commissioners.
The
democratic central committee.
republican party has no repr-v- t Uatbyi
whatever on the regist ratio:: ,ard In
The republicans
of Rio Arrila precinct 12, and reports si
also in
county will hold a convention for the oi her county precincts.
.recinct
purpose of nominating a legislative 26 the members of the bor ,', r.re John
and county ticket, at Tlerra Amarllla, Horradaile, B. F. Glil and ' ..
the 15th instant. The party mann.
in that county is in fine shape and it
Is predicted that the republican ticket
TO BE IN
whl receive ubout 1,200 majority No- vember 6th next.
I,.
Bradford Prince of Espanola, who Is a
SPECTED EOR DISEASE
citizen of Rio Arriba county Is one of
the delegates to the convention and!
will attend the same.
Immigration Inspector O'Leary left
The headquarters of the republican last night for Tucson, taking with
county central committee, as stated him a Syrian and two Japanese, who
In The Evening Citizen, are upstairs fell victims of his surveillance whilo
over Graham's, on west Railroad ave trying to escape into the Interior of
nue, in tne rooms for many years oc- - the country. At Tucson tho prison- cupit d by Attorney B. S. Rodey, Here ers will be Inspected and If found
half a dozen assistants of Chairman perfectly healthy will be compelled
Dohson and Secretary
Hnnley are to pay the government head tax. If
busy mailing out campaign literature, any of them should be found
all indications the campaign is healthy he will be deported over the
getting lively, but the committee's
he came. A number of forelgn-flclal- s
are sanguine of carrying the j ers are coming Into the United States
election for every candidate on the through tho port of El Paso because
regular republican ticket. ,
they find it easy of entrance.
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Finest Whiskies

Wines, Brandies. Etc, 8
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The Albuquerque Business College
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DAY AND NIGHT SCHOOL
-
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Bookkeeping
Commercial Arithmetic Shorthand
Typewriting
Business Practice
Commercial Law
Manifolding
Banking
Penmanship
Correipondenc- Spelling
Business English
Competent Inst.
New Management
Added Equipment
Fair Treatment
Reasonable Rates

.

tore

We secure good positions for our graduates; ack'ress

I

ALBUQUERQUE BUSINESS COLLEGE
W.

r.

,

y
I

LIBRARY BUILDING.
Principal
Albuqurqum, Nmw Mexico
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PHOTO OF MRS. PLATT

IN THE "BLACK CROOK"
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Large Space and Attention to
Government Exhibits of
the Uses For
DENATURED

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

rested at. lllabee two weeks ano. The
first s' op he made was at Globe, on
the first day of September. With a
stop of a diiy or so In the towns In
the order named h vlHlted Clifton,
Albuquerque. Socorro. N.
Morencl,
M., El Paso. Ixia Angeles, Ooldnold,
Nev.. Onrton, Utah, San Francisco,
Iu
Tombstone, llenson ami Hlsbee.
all of the towns named ho cashed
checks. They ranged from $80 to $100
each, such amounts being about the
lav of the average government em-ploye.
They were all endorsed "pay
for the month of August," and In
many instances were signed with the
lit."
forged name of lr. K. V. Kind, wno
ft"'
i
3
HiS EffOrtS tO Implicate a KCC-wa- s
formerly the disbursing agent at!
i
the
nicnie
In
oilier casi'8
Roosevelt.
IamatlOn OlliClal in
"8. C. Blach" was used. Most of the
Rapier
made payable to him-checks
IllS UlniC.
nolf, while In other Instances he used
the name of a confederate and the
confederate presented and cashed the
Hapier, the nian who stole a lot of forged checks.
Rapier had been employed alout
bank checks from the reclamation!
n nua
service and committed forgeries Iq uoosevpil ior in rep yearn,
iihil uv
itiwiitu siuie ins mi-an unknown amount, 'urns out to be! neeii
had been a convict.
a meaner criminal than even his for- gerles and his theft Indicated him to
be, says
the Phoenix Republican,
Under the Influence of a sweatbox at
Tomb3tone he has been making con-- ,
IN RIO ARRIBA
fcsslons Involving several other per-- ;
sons In his crimes.
His most sensational confession
was one Implicating O. N. Van Sant, GIVEN A HEARTY RECEPTION BY
the disbursing officer of the reclama- PEOPLE OF THAT COUNTY.
tlon service at Roosevelt. He said
by
A correspondent, writing
to the
that the checks had been received
blm from the disbursing officer. An New Mexican from Tierra Amarilla,
was
says:
Hagerman
Investigation of the confession
Governor Herbert J.
was a visitor here Monday and a large
begun, and a day or two ago InspectTtk-i
or Goddard came to Phoenix. In the number of the townspeople turned out
meantime a warrant for the arrest of to welcome the chief executive of
New Mexico. A reception committee
Mr. Van Sant has been Issued.
met him upon his arrival at Chama, j
It was not believed by the authorities that there was any truth In the which Is eighteen miles north of
,.
sat
j ?jjuuiw k, mwwwwewwv Jwj m miw
;.
confession but Mr. Goddard went on here.
to Roosevelt, and on the night of his
arrival there he telephoned to Phoe- agreeably surprised with conditions
nix that he bad satisfied himself of generally ln Rio Arriba county. The
fields of harvested grain in particular
the innocence of Mr. Van Sant.
troubles just now are a subject of
But the warrant which had been is- attracted his attention, and he said
gossip.
sued against him was served on Sun- he. wag very much Impressed with the
The picture shows members of a
day and yesterday afternoon he ar- evidences of prosperity In the Tierra
famous old "Black Crook" burlesque
rived at Globe, where he was imme- Amarilla valley. His visit here at
company, under which name the show
diately discharged by United States this time has no political significance
whatever, his only object being to beln tights, toured the country.
Commissioner Martin.
come acquainted with the people of
Although it was perhaps no more
Mr. Van Sant has been with the reracy than many shows now on the
clamation service for several years, the northern part of the territory.
Governor Hagerman was entertainroad. It was such a novelty that many
and since the promotion of Dr. I,!nd
while here at the home of Hon. T.
communities gasped at its daring. In
he has been disbursing officer at ed
tne company was a Carrie Thompson,
He enjoys the fullest D. Burns. He went from this place to
Roosevelt.
who is said later to have become Mrs.
confidence of all the officials of the San Juan.
Janeway and then Mrs. Piatt.
service, though he is a very young
SANITARY BOARD
Carrie Myers, a friend in the comman, only a little more than 21.
HOLDS MEETING
pany, is said to have introduced her
It was shown that the checks used
The Cattle Sanitary Board of New
to a Chicago man. who later Intro-riuoby Rapier had been stolen from the Mexico
held a regular meeting In Las
her to Senator Piatt. The Black
nontnfftpp an thnt thpv hn1 npvpr en
Im-;
Vegas Tuesday, but nothing of
Crook picture dates back seventeen
tered tne offlce 0f tne Bervice. and as portance was transacted
outside of
vara. At that time Mrs. Piatt must
Rapier wa8 tne carrier from the post- regular routine of business.
have been about 23 years old.
nfftra n ,the nfflnn of the nervine, he theThe members
present were E. Godeeded no help in carrying out this win Austen, president; M. N. Chafiln,
Blood Poisoning
project,
of Las Vegas; C. L. Ballard, of
r. suits from chronic
constlpa'lon.
Ag jantor of the offlce he' had un
William H. Jack, of Silver City;
which Is quickly cured by Dr. King's
til a certain time access to blank Robert Martin, of Cuchillo, and Will
1
I
New Life Pills.
They remove all
cnecks. That time was vs hen he
C. Barnes of Iaa Vegas, secretary.
prisonous germs from the system and
pose(j D (ne disbursing officer some W. C. McDonald of Carrlzozo was unilnfuse new life and vigor; cure sour
such a scheme as he afterwards un able to be present, as he was btmily
JK
stomach, nausea, headache, dizziness
dertook. He had then resigned and engaged ln shipping cattle.at: tho time
anJ colic, without griping or tliscom-- i
was anout to go away. The dlsburs- - of the meeting,
fon. 2ac. Guaranteed by all drug
out of the ofhim
kicked
nK offic(,r
reK.
J.
HEDGES,
Secretary
Barnes
submitted
his
.
.
gists.
thoucrht that the confession port for the past nine months, which The man In
It
Family
Troubles
the
Piatt
ne nag ma(le was ln ,evengo for the was audited and approved and a few
WANTED.
Chicago, Oct. 10 In this city has
forcn,ie rejection of his criminal minor matters were discussed and the
.
dug up an old photograph which
proposition.
board then adjourned.
At once, boy. about 14 to 10 years
is said to contain a likeness of the
secret service officers have follow- Cjold. who desires to learn the printer's
p(, Rapler from ,lie date he left Roos- A Citizen Want ad doea the work present wife of Senator Thos.
Piatt of New York, whose maritai trade. Apply at this office.
evelt August 29, until he was ar- - Try one.
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IN ARTS AND ON FARMS

Acre of Potatoes Will Supply Heat.
Light and Power One Year
For One Farm.

j

(By Jamea Hinea.)
Norflok. Va., Oct. 12. The effi-

ciency of electricity as a power agent
was demonstrated at the Buffalo Pan- American exposition, and In order to
conform to the plan that the exhibits
of the Jamestown
should display only that which rep
resents the greatest acnievmenis attained in every line, an original and
unlaue feature will be the exhibit
fchowlne the uses of denatured alcohol
for lleht. heat, nower and fuel. It
will also include tests of Us applies
lion to domestic and Industrial pur
poses, in a building designed and es
pecially construction ior wai purpose.
The experiment 8 and tests will be
under the direction of Dr. Charles E.
Monroe, professor of chemistry at
George Washington university, Washington, D. C.; and chief of the special
alcohol exhibit of the
denatured
Jamestown exposition, who is now
traveling to secure an exhibit that will
be one of the attractive and instruc
of the exhibitions.
tive features
extensive plans
He is making
tor the display of the many uses
to which it can be applied, and has
just completed a series of tests em
liraclne the aonllcatlon of this agent
In several branches of the varied in- This exhibit has received
dustries.
of
thn endorsment and
the National Alcohol association, which has appointed a special cumjuissloner to assist Dr. Monroe in me
work.
Discussing tho results attained in
experiments and tests Dr. Mon- roe said:
"It has been found by satisfactory an eitests that denatured alcohol is generflcient agent when burned for
atinir heat and light, and when ex- -ploded m an internal combustion en-glne equally effective for the production of power. It Is the intention to
to the
fcring before the visitors
Jamestown elpositlon many devices
In which alcohol can be successfully
ututzea.
"Already a large number of lamps
have been invented for household use
mantle re
in which incandescent
places the wick of the ordinary lamp
by substituting alcohol for kerosene
and produces a sort ana Driuiant. ugui.
This test alone proves that the farm
er and others, who are unable to avail
themselves of gas and electricity can
have a superior light at the cost of
oil. Moreover, as a source of power,
It is possible lor the agriculturist
to utilize alcohol for pumping water,
threshing wheat or for traction pur
poses ln plowing or cultivating the
soil.
"Every phase of Its efficacy will be
demonstrated by exhibits showing Its
operation of household conveniences
and devices and the several uses to
which it can be applied in the various
branches of the liberal arts.
Tests have been made, said Prof.
Munroe, showing that a greater horse
power could be developed in properly
constructed engines with alcohol thun
with gasoline, and that It will likely
succeed the latter agent for automo
bile purposes. It is much preferable,
be said, and not attended by the ob
jectlonable odors of gasoline.
According to the same authority H
was conclusively shown during the
congressional hearing on the bill to
remove the tax on alcohol that it sold
tor $2.20 for each proof gallon, while
it could be manufactured and sold for
between 20 and 30 cents per gallon,
the tax of $1.10 preventing Its ex
tended use heretofore ln the arts.
Taking this as a basis, Mr. Munroe
believes that its general use as a suc
cessor to gaollne will be shortly
adopted, not only because of Its su
perlority and economy, but because It
does not possess tne uangerous eie
ments of gasoline
Its Importance as a source of revenue is at present the chief consider
ation of the United States department
of agriculture, which has taken hold
of the work with energy. Dr. Gal
loway, chief of the bureau of plant
Industry, has charge of the work and
has dispatched agents to Europe to
study the great stock potato, which
is grown very generally there. It
food value is small, but its yield per
acre is Immense, bSing sufficient to
produce Hill gallons of th best al
cohol. This means that
LM"e f
tnese potatoes would supply iicai, i
light and power to a farm household
ior one year, lr mis variety ui poiaiu
can be grown successfully here, and
there seems to be no doubt of that,
it will rapidly become one of the
lr.Oot Important domestic Industries.
Tl
department will also
em vU.i corn stalks, cobs, beet
i!
. ali: .
various root crops. In he
jnea:uime several of the state agriartmeutg
are at work along
cultural (iei
the same lines. The distillation of
alcohol from molasses has already
I een undertaken
by several large con
cerns.
In view of the gr.ai interest man1.
i:
f :'.'d lu this new industry every
is being exerted to make the ex- h 'lii Jt the exposition to be held next
yejr titi the bliores of llamp:on Roads
near Norfolk, Va., s) complete as 1
ff.r.elublvely show the best and
f '.i '"pest
of producing demit- unci alcohol together with Its appli- '';! fi r .. in the arts.

j

j
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CURED

IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
OINTMENT is guaranteed to
any case of Itching, Blind, Bleed- r ProtruUin? piles in G to 14
or uioney refunded. 00c.
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for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
and take no cttier.

Standards from Texas

Mail Orders Given Careful Attention

2

Ros-wel-

-

i

M

M

Contractor and Builder

M

H
M

Outside Building Orde :s Solicited and Work
Guaranteed

H

First-Clas-

H
m

0

s.

Albuquerque,

References Given

N. M.
M

r

ates 2
...ccllNG, SUPREME LODGE, KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS,
1906. Rate
NEW ORLEANS, LA., Oct.
$38.05 via Kansas City
and Memphis; $43.40 via El Paso and Houston or Marshall, Texas.
Dates of sale October 11 to 14 Inclusive. Return limit October 30, 1906.
This limit can be extended by depositing ticket with Special Agent at
New Orleans and the payment of a fee of 50 cents, until November 30.
1906.
AMERICAN MINING CONGRESS, DENVER, COLO., OCT.
Rate $19.75 for round trip. Date of tale October 13, 14, 15 and 16, 1906.
Return limit October 31, 1906.
DENVER, COLO..
NATIONAL GRANDE, PATRONS OF HUSBANDRY,
1906. For above occasion tickets will be sold for one fare
NOV.
plus $2.00 for the round trip to Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo.
Date of sale November 10, 12 and 13, final limit December 10, 1906.
NE- HOME VISITORS EXCURSIONS TO ILLINOIS, IOWA MINNESOTA,
Rate one and
fare for rouna
BRASKA, WISCONSIN, ETC.
trip. Ticket on sale Oct. 9 and 23, Nov. 13 and 27. Limit 30 days from

biu...lnL

'WW

15-2-

16-1-

14-2-

one-thir-

To brand

Pure," but actual
purity means to double the cost of the
brewing.
That IS how we attain it.

Pi

a beer

CITY, MO,
COMMERCIAL CONGRESS, KANSAS
1906. Rate $30.75 for round trip. Tickets on ale Nov. 17.
This can be extended until
18, 19 and 20. Limit of tickets Nov. 28.
Dec. 18, by depositing ticket and payment of $1 at time of deposit.
AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION, MEXICO CITY, MEXICO,
1906. For the above occasion round trip tickets wilt
DECEMBER
be sold at rate of $42.25. Date of sale November 22 to 28, inclusive.
Limit 60 days. Inquire at ticket office for full particulars and Home
Visitors Excursion, October 19th, to the East.
I

NOV.

20-2-

3--

T.

9

biliousness,
wood pulp.

That

Ask for the Brewery BoUliuz

Common beer is sometimes substituted for Schlitz.
l o avoia oeuig tmposea upou, sec that the cork or crown is branded

'Jt''AJt

E. PURDY, Agent. Albuquerque

mc

beer is brewed in absolute
and cooled in filtered air.
aged for months to avoid causing
then filtered through white
Then every bottle is sterilized.

Schlitz
cleanliness,
Then it is

I

: Faywood

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EA8Y TO REACH.

RELIEVES PAIN.
UP THE SYSTEM.

BUILDS

CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES

Springs

I

:DNEY AILMENTS.

CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.

is why

Schlitz

d

date of sale.

TRANS-MISSISSIPP-

CURES DROPSY.

is

ACCOMMODATIONS

FIRST

CLASS.

FAYWOOD,

unique

See Santa F Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty days.

for its

I

purity.

00000X000tC

New Mexico

St. Michael's College

ef-f'-

.7A)

Blue Points from Great South Bay
Selects from Louisiana

ed

u.-.-

i

Shipments are now coming in promptly and we
can fill all orders. We receive

CHRISTIAN" UROTJIERS

SANTA FJT,
FORTY-EIGHT-

That IVSacie Milwaukee famous.
CONSOLIDATED

'.IQUOR CO..

109-

111

SOUTH

FIRST STREET, ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW

MEXICO.

PHONC, AUTOMATIC,

199 OR 265.

-

H

-

NEW MEXICO

YEAR

BEGINS SEPT. 3rd, 1906

BRO. E. LEWIS. PRESIDENT

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

Q2G.OG

m

n'mm'

$29.00
$26.00

ON TIME

GASH

D. EMMONS
J. Tho
Furniture Man
Corner Coal and Second

Tprnu nr o
lyiiini
ririni.riM
IU
I1IUII ULimUL
m

n

nrnrn tiisi
DC
MIAN
in

DAYLIGHT

BOTH

PHONES

mark of the company tyre those
words. The word 'system' is mean
ingless, and that is the reason it. has
been eliminated.
"If the cancellation of the word had
been effected at once all over the line.
It Is hard to estimate the expense to
which we would have been put, but
the outlay wag reduced considerably
lv our noJ renewing signs until they
needed repainting, allows all statlon-- i
ery and other printed matter with the
obsolete trademark to become exhausted before new supplier were provided,
land then, finally new dectropes were
made, omitting the extra word. That
one
of new electrotypes" to be
used In newspaper advertisements cos'
me road about $l,r("."
m
m
m
W. J. Carnahan, a brakeman at
work on a work train, received fatal
Injuries at P. & E. Junction about 6
o'clock Tuesday afternoon, says the
Prescott Courier. In jumping from his
train he was caught In some way and
ft 11, tne wheels of a car and tender
passing over him. His right leg was
almost, severed close to his body anu
the left leg was also crushed. He was
Immediately placed on a train and
started for Prescott, but died as he
reached Whipple. He was about 40
years old and a native of Cleveland,
Ohio. He is said to have a brother,
who is a railroad engineer, at Salt
Lake City. Justice Keobane held an
inquest over the remains last evening.
The verdict was In accordance with
i.ie facts, the Jury stating In the verdict that the man's death was due to
his own carelessness.
.

j

It Is More

j

Advantageous-San- ta

Fe Officials Topeka
ranging Winter Time Card,
In

General Superintenilent

Ar-

R. J.

Par-

ker of the western grand division

of

the Santa Fe and Superintendents
K. Ketter Had James Kuril of the local
divisions of the Santa F'e are in Topeka arranging the winter time card.
What changes will be made have not
yet been announced, but it is quite
certain that trains Nos. 9 and 10 will
replace 22 and 27 the game as last;
winter.
As to putting a daylight train on
between here and El Paso a railroad
man said this morning that the present service afforded better accommodation than a daylight service would.
Vvith trains running as they are now,
people down the valley having business in either Albuquerque or El Paso
may take the train at any station on
the division and arrive at destination
In the early morning so as to have the
entire day for the transaction of their
tiusinesB, then return home again that
evening. With a daylight service, any
one living at Socorro would arrive
here in the eveniag afttr the stores
had closed and have to stay over
till the next day and then hurry to
catch a train that would take Them
back to the Gem City by noon of that
day. with trains running as they are
now a business trip may be made to
ither Albuquerque from any point on
the division and return In one day.
Under a daylight service the same trip
would require at least two days if not
more.
GOATS SLAUGHTERED
BY SANTA

Nearly

V.

FE TRAIN

a Hundred Cut to Pieces and
Many Left to Die,

The Santa Fe train south bound
Monday ran through a herd of goats
up near Montoya, in Dona Ana county,
and did fearful slaughter. The place
where the herd was struck was on an
embankment with water at both sides
of the track along the right of way.
A littlo lit ::l; nn oy wag driving the
herd. Th'j c.i;;:.oer whistled
but many of the goats refused
to get off the track, i;nd before the
train could be stopped about mo of
the animals had been mangled.
The pilot of the locomotive and the
trucks of the cars hore portions of
bodies, and the' sight along the track
was sickening. There were goats In
every conceivaole stage of mutilation.
Scores were not killed, though go
frightfully mangled. No effort was
made by the trainmen to kill the suffering animals, and the passenger had
no tim to do it, though many of Uiem
wanted to put the wounded ones to
death. The cries of the goats resounded, while the little herder was heart
broken and cried most pitifully.

Air. and Mrs. Daniel Conway of Ala
mosa, have arrived in Santa Fe and
will make their home there in the future. Mr. Conway is a passenger conductor on the Denver & Rio Grande
railroad, and hag been transferred to

the run between banta Fe and
.

Wounds, Bruises and Burns.
antiseptic dress ing
o wounds, bruises, burns and like in- before inflammation sets in,
they may be healed without matura- tion and in about one third the time
required by the old treatment. This
is the greatest discovery and triumph
Chamberjain's
of modern surgery.
Pain F.alm acts on this same prlnci- pie. It is an antiseptic and when ap- pueu to sucn injuries, causes tnem to
heal very quickly. It also allays the
pain and soreness and prevents any
danger of blood poisoning. Keep a
nottle of Pain Balm in your home
and it will save you time and money,
not to mention the Inconvenience and
suffering such injuries
entail. For
sale by all druggists.
By applying an

.

IN

i

IS

1

RANGE WITH
A FIVE HOLE
WARMING CLOSET,
OVEN, TWO GRATES, WATER
BACK OR RESERVOIR.

HEAVY DAMAGES

Fifty thousand dollars for the
damage to his reputation throug
his arrest on the suspicion of theft is
the sum that Fred L. Darker, a former employe of the El Paso & Southwestern railroad, asks in a suit which
was filed in the district court at El
Paso yesterday.
Barker sets forth that while in the
employ of the company as a trainman
between El Paso and Santa Rosa he
was approacheu In E! Paso by John
L. Taylor, a railroad detective, and
accusL-f- l
of stealing silk valued at
$2700 from a car on the line of the
company. The accusation was made
in the presence of friends. Barker alleges-, much to the
injury of his reputa'
tion. and that he was then arrested
and placed in Jail, where he remained fur twelve days, being unable to
give bond in the sum of Jl.OflO
When the grand Jury finally invest gineu ins cuse mey tound nothing in
it, he reclus, and failed to return an
indictment. His arrest and detention
caused him jjreat humiliation of mind
and injured his reputation for honesty and uprightness and was a serious reflection on his character.
He
therefore asks tli? sum of IU.'j.'mio actual (lamogcb v. id a J'ke sum of exemplary damages.
d

...

SANTA FE TO BUILD

SWITCH TO MORLEY
At an expenditure of $3'),(MM) the
Santa Fe Railroad company will construct a switch to Morley. the new
mining camp of th,- Colorado Fuel &
Iron company, near Trinidad. Sixteen
hundred fee; of the excavation for
the switch wiii have to be made
through solid rock. Several hundred
men will be employed and the fmploy-mea- t
agencies of Trinidad and Raton
have been trying for some time to get
the required help. An exceptionally
fin? quality of coal bus been found
at Morley anil it will eventually be
one of the best ramps in thai part of
'he country.
-

.

PAINTING OUT "SYSTEM''
COSTS A FORTUNE
" The striking
out of one word from
the nam,, of our road will cos' the
coin any thousands of dollars," said
Kdwln H. Woodman, gmeral advertising agent of the Rock Island, who was
ill Topeka a few days ago.
" refer
to the word 'system." In former vears
the road was known generally as the
ivjck jsiaui system,1 a "" tlie truJ '
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Various Views Are Vented
on Cooper's Remarkable
Success.
EVIDENT

HE

NO

IS

MERE

FAD

Probably Die Behind the
Grim Walls of the Yuma
Penitentiary.

Will

Si. liuis, Oct. 12. The astonishing
fale of Cooper's preparations In this
jClty has naw reached such immense
figures that the medical fraternity at
large have become forced Into open
discussion of the man and his prepara-Sherif- f
Wills of Pinal county arriv- - tlona.
The pnyslclans as a whole seem to
ed in Phoenix from Florence, en route
to Yuma, where he goes with four l,Q divided with regard to the young
In St Ixiuis some be-mm irl,
ntnrei hi the October man s success
to credit him for what he
lerm of the district court for Pinal" Ing willing
has accomplished, while others assert
county, says the Gazette.
that the interest he has aroused is
One of the prisoners is George
the Florence hotel keeper, who but. n passing fad which cannot last,
was convicted of an ugly crime und and which will die out as quickly as
who is under a twenty-yea- r
sentence. it hag sprung up.
The opinion of these two factions
He married a widow who had two
daughters, one of whom is now a is very well voiced in thea statements
young woman of 18, the other being made recently by two of number of
a mere child of 14. Emmet t was some physicians who were Interviewed on
time ago arrested for violation of the theDr.RUbJect.
J. B. Carass, when questioned
Edmunds act, his eldest
.the matter, said: "I have not
being named In the case. His wife abort
been a believer In proprietary prepat the time denied the charge, as did arations
nor can I say that
the daughter, but later she wrote I believe heretofore,
in them at present.
But 1
United States Attorney Alexander must admit that some
of the facts re
that he not only had ruined the eld- cently brought to my notice concernest daughter, but owing to his
ing this man Cooper have gone far
the downfall of the lit' '.e girl towards removing the prejudice I had
had been brought about
Emmett Is formed against him when the unheard
a big man of middle age and Is of av- of demand for the preparations first
erage Intelligence but iu very uncouth sprang
up In this city."
in appearance.
"Numbers of my patients whom I
Humphrey conrtney, under a ten-ye- have treated for chronic liver, kidney
sentence for murder, is an old and stomach trounleg have met me
man 80 years of age, with a long, after taking Cooper's remedies ,and
flowing beard of gray. He killed one have stated positively that he has ac
Mike Ebert by shooting him to death. complished
wonderful results for
He entered a plea of not guilty, claim- them. I notice particularly iri cases
upon
ing thnt the man was advancing
of stomach trouble that the man has
him with a large stick of wood when relieved several cases that were of
he committed the deed in self de- years' standing and proved very ob
fense. His sentence was made light stlnate in treatment.
on account of his years and he will
'T am the last man on earth to
probably not live to see the outside stand In the way of anything that may
of the prison again though he Is well prove for the
public good simply
through professional prejudice and I
preserved for his age.
The other two prisoners are nn In- am Inclined to give Cooper and his
dian and a Mexican each under one preparations credit as deserving to
some extent the popular demonstrayear sentences.
tion that has been accorded them In
this city."
OFFICIAL MATTERS
Another well known physician who
was seen, took the opposite view of
the "Cooper-maniaas he called It,
The following pensions have been which now ha8 this city In Its grip.
He said:
l can only liken the pres
allowed:
Jefferson Reynolds of Las Vegas $6 ent state of affairs to a certain kind of
hallucination. For want of a better
per month, from December 16, 1905.
John H. Leighner of Whitaker, in- - name I might call it 'Cooper-mania- .'
The people of St. Ixuiis seem to be
crease to 12, from August 9, 1906.
The following postmasters
have firm in the belief that this man Coop
er naB health corked up In a bottle."
been append:
"Some of them imagine that he has
m. Bickel, of Blackrock,
w
completely cured them of various Ills
Kin,
r0unty, October 5.
from their statements.
j Pablo DeiRado, of Pasamonte, Judging
It Is
beyond me to say why the city has
uni,(n county, October 6.
gone
J
crazy over the man. It may be
safely put down, I think, to one of
SECOND DEGREE VERDICT
IN BOYKIN MURDER CASE the passing fads that so often attack
a. M. Boykin was found guilty of the American public.
"Sooner or later the people are
murder In the second degree at Por- tales, on the charge of killing his bound to regain their senses, and will
brother-in-laHarry Stoldt. at Por- tnen realize that a reputable physician
tales December 28, 1904. Staldt was a is the one to whom their health had
deputy sheriff and Boykin was a prom- best be entrusted."
In the meantime Cooper meets sevinent citizen of Tucumcarl. The killing was the result of family misunder- eral thousand people dally, and only
standing. Under the verdict the pris- smiles when statements of the above
oner can receive as severe a sentence character are quoted to him. His
charitable work still continues to be
as life imprisonment.
very extensive.
j
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White House Restaurant and
Lodging House
.

MEALS

AT ALL HOURS

BAR

Rooming House

Rico Hotel and Bar
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SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
TiME TO BUY , BUGGY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

Albuquerque Carriage Company
Corntr First Street and TUra

A venom

ooeoo09oeoeoeooeoeoe
Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine Works

R. R. MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brast Castlngt; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cam; fiafUts
Pulleya, Grade Bars. Babbit Metal; Column
and iroa rroaU Ui

Building.

Ropmtrm 01 Mining and mill Machinery e Bpeeleltf
roandry eaat aide of railroad track,
AJfeaqavreia, n.

m.

PIONEER BAKERY

SCREEN DOORS

Proprietor
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

SIMON

BALLING,

Gtnttal Building

ScppHgs

Both Phones

Third and MarquetU

WEDDING

CAKES A SPECIALTY.
guarWe desire patronnge and
antee first class tn' ig.
207 Sonth First Street. M iquerque.

t: CO.

W. L. TRIMBL1

SALE, FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CJITY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.
LIVERY,

VISIT OUR
NEW STORE
212 NORTH SECOND STREET
WE HAVE THREE FLOORS COVERED
WITH
STYLES ON THE MARKET OF

KILLthe COUGH
CURE thi LUNC8

J. KORBER

Dr. King's

Nov Discovery
Pries
fohCOUGHSand BOoMI.OO
Fret Trial.

Mc-Juri-

il

Surest and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

oooKosoooooooe)
otososotososoeotototot
Its Location

HK1.KN IS 21 MILKS SOl'TII OF ALHl'QUKK-Ql'K- .
N. M., AT TUB JUNCTION' OF TUB MAIN'
LINK OF TDK SANTA FK SYSTKM
I. FADING
KAST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO,
KANSAS
CITY. GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
FRANCISCO,
LOS ANGELES,
AND FROM THE
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 nCSINKSS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 23x
140 FEET. LAID OUT WITH I! ROAD 80 AND

STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE.
WITH HEAUTII'LL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
ANU GRAND
OLD SHADE
TREES; PUBLIC
SCHOOL I'OtVE. COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES;
COMMERCIAL
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1.500
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS; THE BEI.EN PATENT ROLLER
MII.L, CAPACITY 130 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC.
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WOOL, FIjUUH. WHEAT. WINE, BEANS AND HAY
IN CENTRAL NI?V MEXICO.
ITS IMPORTANCE
AS A GR'EAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.

IOIOOSOerO)OJOOIOeovSOSve
KH O C V00K000OCO50iS

CO.,

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

j

j

Wllllnnm' Indian Pile

SDr.
will cure lllltid,
10)11 F Piles.
and Itching
It absorbs the tumors.

olluya the itcliliifr at once, acta
an a noulllre. ir?v-instant re
lief. Dr. Vvilllums'lnilliinl'ile Ointment isnrenareU for Pile ami Itch
ing of Ihn private pun. Kvrry box la
wurrnniea. uy umi:tf iki.n, vy Bum on receipt of prim, r.o conn and I.(X). WILLIAMS

THIRD STREET

Headquarters for Low Prices
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
c
Cleveland. tW Brushes and

ITop.

MANUFACTURING CO.,

Thos. F. Keleher

FOR SALE BY S. VANN

& SON.

Jap-a-la-

408

W.

Railroad Avenue

Meat Market
All Kinds of Fresh and

8Um

EMIL KLEINWjBRT.
Masonic Building, North Third Street.

L. H, SHOEMAKER

WOOL

INSURANCE,

Indian Summer

all year 'round

is to be found in homes

General Repair Shop.
Furniture packed and crated; gaso
line and gaa (tores repaired.
Next to Walton'a drug store, Sout
Third treat.

'
with Raaoe ft Mauser.
Offlcs, 115 North First St.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
.
TOTI A OR API
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Haft
Oraln and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders torn
tbls line with as.
NORTH THIRD B TRUTH,
7

M.

w&rmeJ by

HOT WATER. SYSTEM.
Th atmosphere remain
pure, balmy

and evenly

DRAG0IE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco,
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
tOO North Broadway, corner of Wa
lngton avenue, Albuqaerque, N. H.

0. W. Strong's Sons

i

STRONG BLOCK.

tempered.

RANKIN

So

0conemicul.

and durablit
j aft
CjtimaHj
N

UNDERTAKERS

PLUMBING
I EATING
CO.

kRD

hj

Superintendents
ralrrtew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

and

MONUMENTS
201-21- 1

&

CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL BSTA'I'a,
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Bulldlnt

fn.

11 MHSM

Salt Meats

8ausage Factory.

W. E. M AUGER

B. A. SLEYSTER

Notice la hereby given that. William
Tight of Albuquerque, N. M., hag
filed notice of hla Intention to make
final commutation proof In support of
his claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
9112 made April 2, 1900, for the NE
23,
T.p. JO
Section
N.
Ranee 3 E. and that said proof will
be made before the Probate Clerk, at
Albuquerque, N. M., on November 6,
He names the following witnesses to
prove hlg continuous residence upon,
and cultivation of, the land, viz:
M. F. Angell. C. E. Hodgln, Charles
Etne. Mrs. John Brown, all of Albuquerque, N.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

&

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

REAL ESTATE-NOTA-RY
PUBLIC.
Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone. 174.

1906.

N. Second St.. Botk Pkenas.

A.

AT.

WALKER,
FIRE

INSURANCE.
Secretary Mutual Building
tion. Office at 217 West
avenue.

'

MHBsWHVnwaMHIMssnaBlsninjas

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Towns'ite

The Belen Town and

Pres.

WM. M. BERGER,

Ke0e)0Ce00
KK000KeK0
A Railway Center
ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WE8T, NORTH AND SOUTH.

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVEL.
MODERN
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASHOTEL AND A GOOD,
S,

Im- -

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND
TERM8 ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
DEEDS.
WARRANTY
PURCHASE
ONE-THIR-

D

S
MONEY CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON
NOTE. WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR. WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
TWO-THIRD-

provement Co.
JOHN BECKER,

Atv

Hailru- -

J

S

TO BELEN. N, M.

COME

.

NEW MKXIGO

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 22,

'

,

ALBUQUKRQUK,

0NSUMPTI0N
OLDS

LATEST

Lap Robes
Horse Blankets

and

WITH

THE

Carriages, Buggies,
Roundabouts, Etc,
Harness & Saddle,

yv".t--rs

"

,"

oM

I

Prices.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

brnnlilli
or Mot in piam
wrapper,
prepaid, (or
tr1.00,espreftt,
or I Ixmioaii.TS.
CircuUr aeiil o request.

tc

at Reduced

No. 111 North First Street
DINELLI 4 LENCIONI, Proprietors.
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Meals From 10 Cents Up.
Lunches
Put Up for Travelers.
Rooms By Day, Week or Month.

not aitriPiu.H,
geat or poimuoui,

1

y

ar

KEN AND WOMEN.
Ira hg i for a d natural
fficttri:rs,bflattt jitioti,
trntftiM'tit tr ul rfttioaa
of mucuni niciubrMM,
d)

B

Harness

jj

IN

315 South Second 8treet.
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
One Block From Depot and Two
Blocks From Postofflce.
P. ZITO, Proprietor.

Try a Citizen wan, advertisement.

H

-- AND-

The New York Saloon and

G.

n
0

Vehicles

CONNECTION.
No. 209 8outh Firat Street.
Opposite Santa Fe Depot.
MRS. D. ARIAS, Proprietor.

l'J06.

lb

;oooeoeoeoeoeoeoeoeoeoeo

TAILORING

UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAM
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
My merchant tailoring snop lg up
stair over No. 209 West Railroad avenue, where I solicit (he patronage of
the public. All worlt guaranteed first-clasas I have had fit teen years' ex
perience In the business. Suits made
ti) order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
repaired. The specific 1 use will not
Injure the cloth. IjadleV garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made
'o order. Oive me a trial.
O- - BAMBINI

tt.

I

SUES ROAD FOR

CITIZEN.

ST. LOUIS DOCTORS

STOP! LISTEN! OCT

I

YOU NEVER HEARD
OF THE LIKE BEFORE
'

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

1906.

12,

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
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LOCAL AND

1

PERSONAL

R

WEST RAILPOADAVE."'r

Mrs. C)car Oroebel. of Men. la in
the elty shopping and visiting.
Oe. W. Ked, the Illinois sheep
buyer, itrrlved In town last night.
J. M. Oil'.'. tf Kutnnelu, was one
of yesterday's arrivals at the Savoy.
Ilr. P. CI. Cornish has returned from
In
New
a month's vacation spent

-

Stylish Shoes
For Fall and
Winter....

York.
v. II. Hahn is at Madrid on an

Just heavy enough to keep out cold and dampness. No unnecessary
leather to carry around nnd tire you out. Soft and flexible to feet;
easy wl:hout breaking In. Stylish and well fitting to show off your
foot to the best advantage.
We guarantee the wear and innke you
the Judge of our prices.
Men' Patent Colt Shoe
Men's Vicl Kid Shoe
Men's Box Calf Shoes
Men's Satin Calf Shoes
Women's Patent Kid Shoes
Women's Vicl Kid Shoes
Women's Dongola Shoe
Women's Slipper, Felt or Kid
8hes for Boys and Oris

In-

spection trip for the Orrlllos Coal
company.
H. W. I. Bryan, ntturney Is ab
sent on a trip to Kansas City and
other points east.
re
hchweinboldt
Miss
Frances
turned home last night after an ex
tended visit east.
George E Kennedy ot 312 South
Walter street Is reported quite
with Btomaoh trouble.
Memeberp of tlie Albuquerque
Mandolin Club meet this evening at
the home f Mrs. Cook on South Arno

$3.50 to $4.00
2.50 to 4.00
2.25 to 3.50
1.75 to 2.00
3.00 to 5.00
2.50 to 5.00
1.50 to 2.25
60 to 3.00
1.00 to 2.50

street.

EVENING

CITIZEN.

United States Marshal C. M. Foraker.
George A. Kaseman, for several years
office deputy under Marshal Foraker.
has resigned for the purpose of giving his entire attention to his several business Interests.
Dr. O. W. Harrison has returned
While at
to thu city from Colorado.
Denver he attended the meetings and
banquet of the Colorado State Medical association. The doctor states
that the association has a membership or iibout l""'1 practicing physiand It seemed
cians an
lo him nil were in attendance at the
sessions.
Albert Nichols and I.enn Jackson,
the two youths who were arrested in
contrition with rope cutting and
other nuisances at the skating rink
'ent on the corner of Railroad avenue and l'ifth street, pleaded guilty
to charg"S of malicious mischief In
Judge Crawford's court and were
each fined fir dollars late yesterday
afternoon.
Mrs. J. K. Hill of the Hills Well,
ranch, down the valley six miles, returned the first of the week lrom a
three months' visit to her daughter
In Colorado. Tonight Mr. and Mrs.
Hill and Mrs. B. B. Borden will leave
for Gallup, accompanied by n representative of Denver and New York
capitalists to look at the oil lands
which the llordens and Hills own.
Dr. D. H. Cams, the city physician,
returned last night from a. hunting
trip of two weeks' duration in the
Mogollon mountains of western Socorro county. With the doctor were
Captain John Fullerton and J. J. Kas-KlThe hunting was done in the
vicinity of Captain Fullerton's ranch
near Prairie mountain. The doctor's
trophy Is a fine pair of antlers.

Joseph Ilibo has gone to Perea on
a business trip which will absent him
from Albuquerque for ten days or
more.
J. H. O'Reilly, manager of the Oc
cldenal Life Insurance Company, has
gone to Hisbee, Arizona, on company
business.
D. it. Murphy, New Mexico man
ager for the Flnnegan company of El
SAUCES AND CONDIMENT8.
Paso, returned this morning from a
business trip out west.
Two Thousand in Tennessee.
Santa Fe Watch Inspector T. Y
Springs, Tenn., Oct. 12.
purchased at F. F. Trotter's Maynard returned to the city this A Raleigh
When
big educational rally took place
grocery store, are sure to bring the morning from a business trip down here today, the attendance being esright flavor to all dishes Into which on tne R1 Grande division.
timated at 2,000, which included local
vv- r8lrne. or reiers raper olficlals of the city and county, school
they enter. This la because we "
officials and persons prominently
ways procure toe beat manufactured.
rtti,en
Identified in education. The princi.
.
.
m
I
a
i
o nuu uui nrst wuai urauas are re- He went north last night.
pal speakers were J. S. Mynders ot
liable and personally guarantee them.
Dr. J. C. Slack, of Clayton. N. M. Is Nashville, state superintendent
of
spending a few days In Albuquerque. education, and Prof. Claxton. Several
Rev. Father Geo. J. Julllard came important educational matters were
in last night from Gallup.
dUcussed. Music and a barbecue were
Miss Mamie McCarthy of Bernalillo provided for the occasion.
drove down to the city yesterday
SHRINERS.
morning, and after visiting the mlillii
All nobles of Ballut Abyad temple
inos. 118 and 12d South Second street. ery stores returned home in the after
V'i-.ij'...'17'are requested to attend a business
noon.
Regular services at Temple Albert meeting tomorrow morning at 10 a.
Friday evening at 7:43. Dr. Kaplan m.,' at the temple.
J. BORRADAILE.
will lecture on' "The Cultivation of
GEO. W. HICKOX.
T. Y. MAYNARD
Potentate.
Flowers." Everylody-- Is welcome to
J. C. FERflER, Recorder.
our
services.
The Greatest Fair Has Passed Into History
,
Regeular
meeting
of Hurmony
You need a pair of our Comfort
lodge No. 1, I. O. O. F., tonight at slippers In order to enjoy your even
We still exist at the ARCH FRONT, where can yet he found many
are
7:30.
All members of the order
ings at home to their fullest extent.
choice bargains, which we wish to dispose of In order to make
Invited to be present. Work in tne Kid or felt uppers in red, black, green
room for the finest stock of JEWELRY,
WATCHES, 8TERLINQ
first degree.
or brown, with fur trimmings or
SILVER, CUT GLASS, CHINA, ETC., ever offered to the good people
Western Electric company construc plain. All sizes for men women and
of Albuquerque.
tion men have begun work of In children, Prices run from ti'ic to
stalling the. switchboards of the Colo- Sl.bti. C. May's Shoe Store, 314
Hfckox-Maynar- d
rado Telephone company which has West Railroad avenue.
absorbed the Mutual Automatic line.
New Mexico's Leading Jewelers
We have in an extra nice lot of apAttorney W. B. Chllders,
candidate for the terlrtorlal council for ples. The Monarch Grocery Co.
Bond In Your Watehoa for Repair a
date for the territorial council for
SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
THE ARCH FRONT.
SOUTH 8EC0ND STREET.
city this morning from attending 11 lbs. of sweet potatoes f ir
25c
court at Las Crucea.
Pint jar of strained honey
2oc
A wagon belonging to the French 12'ic can of oysters
10c
bakery lost a wheel crossing the 12Vie can pumpkin
10c
street car tracks on First street this 12',c can of pork and beans
10c
morning. The break shows that the Large pkg. of oat flakes
25c
S
cans of sardines
axle had a defect in it.
25o
GO.
25c
George A. Flannigan, traveling rep- - 2 cans of clams
20c
resentative for Collier's Weekly, in 2 pkgs. of Force
20c
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
this territory, Is here on his regular Strawberries, per can.
25c
trip, looking after the interests of 3 bottle of pickles
8
bars of high grade soap
25c
the publication. Mr. Flannigan trav-- j
e have special arrangements for
els out of Denver,
receiving fresh eggs. You can al
Mrs. Coral F. Roberts has recovered from an attack of typhoid fever ways depend on them. Present regat .St. Joseph's hospital. She is con- ular price. 2 doiien for 55c.
THE MAZE,
valescing rapidly. Mrs. Roberts had
Wm. Kleke, Propr.
been Indisposed for three months. She
has returned to her home.
BELLE SPRINGS BUTTER AT MA- HARDWARE
Probate Clerk Walker granted two LOY'S.
licenses yesterday, one to
B4 marriage
LADIES OF ALBUQUERQUE.
Nellie Freeman and Joe Judell and
I am Introducing in your lively city
the other to Frances Apodaca and M.
the famous Hollem Shoulder Brace
a
J. Byrnes. All four parties are
and combination clothes supporter.
of Albuquerque.
CHINA
Rev. J. M. Sollie, pastor of the The Dr. Hollem brace not only gives
Highland Methodist church
has de- a lithe and graceful figure, but forces
parted on a southern trip which will deep breathing, so essential to good
GLASSWARE
probably take him as far south as health and the real .secret of lone liv
Alpine, Texas. Mr. Sollie expects to ing. It gives men the training of a
PLUMBING
the
visit San Marclal and Magdelena on military school. It prevents
smothering of the lungs In growing
his return.
TINN1NU
and girls (esueciallv school
The Highland pharmacy has been boys
children), for which parents alone
moved from the north side of Rail- are
Lady
road avenue near the Cerrillos coal agentsto blame, Price, $1.00. Trigg.
wanted. Mrs. H. I,.
yards to the south room of tue city.
General delivery.
Broadway front of the new four-stor- y
Raynolds building. The new location
Mrs. Coverdale
on ditplav all
is much more satisfactory than the the latest Ideas in hat
millinery. A new
one juset vacated,
and complete line of the newest
At a meeting held Monday night things just received from the east.
the Fraternal Brotherhood
decided
GO.
PUBLIC AUCTION.
to give a big entertainment on the
$4,000 8ALE.
2ath of the month. The affair will
ALL GOES IN A LUMP.
be more elaborate than any ever givFourth and Railroad Avenue
en by the brotherhood in this city
I will postivelv sell at Dublic auction
before, features of it being music, October
17th at 2 o'clock p. m., sharp,
dancing and feasting.
without reserve, to the highest and
Mine,
Martin
accused of stealing an best bidder, the following real estate
overcoat from the Area do saloon anu personal property belonging to A.
THE
Tuesday night, was given thirty uratina, located at 923 South Second
days in jail by Judge Crawford dur- street, Albuquerque, N. M.: Lots It
ing the session of police court yes- ana iz in uiocK 2. or the Baca addi
terday nfternoon. Petit larceny was tion, with all improvements thereon,
the charge preferred against Hine. including Btore, barn, sheds and four
RAILROAD AVE.
who was removed to the county Jail rooms, also a large stock of general
this morning.
merchandise, fixtures and furnishings
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silver
We invito
H. F. Ilogh, formerly with the A- of store. The reason for this sale is
four trade sod guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
lbuquerque Water Supply
company, that Mr. Bratlna is ill and going away
has accepted
a deputyship under tor a rest. A chance of a lifethne to
fuy two lots, buildings and a good
established business at your own
? 4
.$
price. Satisfactory terms can be made
4 4 4
4 4? 4
with any responslbe purchaser.
Perfect title guaranteed.
Abstract and
warranty deed given. Inspect prop
erty any time between now and 17th
of October.
4- II. S. KNIGHT.
Auctioneer.
STRAWBERRIES AT MALOY'S.
in these days
!
I
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FRIDAY,

TO WHOM

THAT'S WHAT IT PRACTICALLY AMOUNTS TO.
LAST SUMMER WE SOLD OUT OUR ENTIRE LINE
OF BOYS' AND YOUTHS' SUITS, PREPARATORY TO
ENLARGING THE DEPARTMENT AND THE BUYING
OF' A BETTER AND MORE COMPLETE STOCK

Respectfully Yours,

FROM A NEW YORK HOUSE.

Lindemann

The Entire New Line is now on sale and embraces the choicest goods which could be.
purchased in New York City

206 West Gold Avenue

PARTICULAR ATTENTION IS CALLED TO THE
DISPLAY OF BOYS' RUSSIAN SUITS WITH KNICK
ERBOCKER TROUSERS AGES 6 TO 16.
PRICES

W. H. HAHN & CO.
Wholml0 mnd tftmll

Coal and Coke
..

Beat American Block
Hard Nut Coal

$6.50
8.50
9.50
6.00
$2.25
2.75
3.00

Larger Sizes
Domestic Gat Coke
Green Mill Wood, per load

per

load

Factory Block, per load

RANGE FROM $4.50 TO $8.00.
BOYS'

Black, 280

SUITS,

DOUBLE-BREASTE-

$3.50 TO $7.00.

I

YOUTHS'

SUITS,

14 TO 20 YEARS,

$8.00

TO $27.00.

3

A7

Also Native Stove Wood and Kindling
in All Slzet.

Phones

1906.

Boys' Clothing Store

We are prepared to sup- ply the music trade of
this city and the territories of New Mexico and
May we not
Arizona.
be favored with your
patronage?

Dry Mill Wood,

12,

A BRAN NEW

IT MAY CONCERN:

Learnard,&

OCTOBER

K

Auto. 416

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
BREAD and take no other.

See Our Coal Saving Heaters We Carry a Large Line of

F. F. TROTTER

The

Air Tight Hot Blast Heaters, Round
Oak Heaters, Square and Rounds
Wood Heaters, Steel Ranges, with
reservoirs, from $18.00 up.

Co.

ALBUOUEROUH

AUTOMATIC RHONE S46

h'

COLORADO RHONE

7a

Agents.for Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

HARDWARE

HARNESS
SADDLES

ALBUQUERQUE

NORTH FIRST STREET

113-11- 7

TWL

1

zz7 k

o ii

THE BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES
Home Comfort, Miller and National Ranges,

iesl-dent-

Round

National

Oak,

Heating Stoves.

COAL

0

Peninsular'

&

HODS, STOVE BOARDS, FIRE SETS, ETC.
GET OUR PRICES BEFORE BUYING

WHITNEY COMPANY,
The Largest Hardware House in the Southwest
Agents:
Winchester Arms and Ammunition,
PLUMBER 8 AND

OOf - WAM - JACK

TINNERS

HARDWARE

and

J

Hercules Powder and High Explosives.

113, 118. I IT. South
401,

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Btroot
Flrtt
403, North rirmt
Btroot

-

m

Diamond

Palace

r.

THE HIGHLAND LIVER
BAM BROOK BROB., Prop.
LIVERY AND

R.n

tets

bought solo

S.

Highland Rooming House

MRS. M. E. HEINDL. Prop.
BOARDING 8TABLE
Assoc,
H0RSE3 SPECIALTY.
I
Transactions"
ACROSS
THE RAILROAD
The "Sadie" for mountain parties and
vuarantema
tracks on east r. r ave.
at special rates on week days.
Auto Phone 604.
No. 112 John 8t. ROSENFIEID'S,
8 W. R. R. Ave, New Building, New Furniture,
Steam
Heat and Everything Connected
FEE'S PEERLESS HOME-MADCANDIES,
With the Place Brand New.
AT WALTON'S DRUG
FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER
STORE.
AT WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
ROOMS BY DAY, WEEK OR MONTH
SADDLE

1

Jjust

1

E

j

--

o Mot

Over-too- k

This!

of progress the extreme of style
carefully looked after and supplied by our
tailors as are the conservative and the
medium models. If you seek an extra inch on your
sack, or a hand's breadth wider flare on your own coat
skirt, we can have it for you ready at hand and fitting
with the distinction that comes from highly developed

THAT

it

Mcintosh Hardware Company

Cowboy pat.

Kverv one i Invite,! in tlu. uncial
given by the Baptist church Frldav
evening, October 12, at Mrs. J. K.
Tiugley'8 220 South Fxllth street,
s
Ice cream will be Bervtd.
bin-don'-

Men's Overcoats $10, $12.50, $15.00, $16.50, $18,
$20, $22.50, $25 and $27.

4
4
4
4

122
Second

Our venetablea art Un ri- - n.4
fresh by our fountain and we always
have a nice line of fruit, fiivn u
trial. Tha Monarch GroMru r.n
The Woman's Kkchanun la the
l'lae In the city, where you can always buy
d
goods. Try our
ides baked on paprus plo plates. Woman's Kxchange. 401 Webt HnilrmH

-i-

n mm i

JOBBERS OF

imiaii'miiiiii

Hardware, Stoves and Tinware
i
i

home-cooke-

Than We Have Priced It.

13 E. L. WASHBURN CO. E

T. C. MEAD, Treasurer and Manager

LUNA,

hats at Mrs. Coverdale'.
the Skidoo. Little Johnny
Jones, Elsie Jamet and the popular

tailoring.

1

I

SOLOMON

Outing
including

Stein-Bloc- h

Ejci Garment Worth More

10
WILLIAM MclNTOSH. Presides!

iivcnue.

4

4--

FEE'S GOOO COLD ROOT BEER
AT WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
APPLES WITH
NO SEED1 NO
COREI TREES FOR SALE. N. W.
ALGER, 124 SOUTH WALTER ST.
ALBUQUERQUE.

Albuquerque,

New Mexico
u

.

